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JOINING PARTS FROM SHAPE-MEMORY ALLOY 
OF Cu–Al SYSTEM AND STRUCTURAL METALS 

BY ARC-CONTACT WELDING
B.E. PATON1, D.M. KALEKO1, S.N. KEDROVSKY2, Yu.N. KOVAL2, 

L.M. NEGANOV2 and V.N. SLEPCHENKO2

1 E.O. Paton Electric Welding Institute, NASU 
11 Kazimir Malevich Str., 03680, Kiev, Ukraine. E-mail: office@paton.kiev.ua 

2G.V. Kurdyumov Institute for Metal Physics, NASU 
36 Acad. Vernadsky Blvd., 03680, Kiev, Ukraine. E-mail: metal@imp.kiev.ua

Shape-memory alloys changing part configuration at heating, as well as preserving their elasticity at up to 8–10 % 
deformation, are becoming ever wider applied in industrial products and apparatuses as thermally-activated elements. 
Commercial application of alloys of Cu–Al system instead of well-studied alloy of Ti–Ni system (nitinol) allows low-
ering product cost and expanding the application area up to high temperatures (about 400 °C). Widening the range of 
products with elements from shape-memory alloys requires studying the possibility of joining metals of this system 
with structural metals, in particular, with stud-type fasteners. Proceeding from available experience, joints of studs 
from low-carbon steel of St.3 grade and 12Kh18N9T stainless steel, as well as L63 brass and AMg3 aluminium alloy 
produced by the methods of arc-contact welding by a capacitor discharge and by DC pulse were studied. Good results 
were obtained at capacitor welding of studs from the above materials, except for AMg3. The latter is attributable to 
greater mismatch of thermophysical properties of the metals joined. In DC welding, strong joints were produced only 
with studs from St.3 steel, because of greater time of welding. It is shown that pulsed welding methods enable preserv-
ing functional properties of parts from shape-memory alloys. Inhomogeneity of butt metal structure was found in dis-
similar metal welding, which is attributable to short-time existence of the melt (incomplete mixing) and heterogeneity 
and non-simultaneity of joint cluster solidification. A positive consequence of that is absence of brittle intermetallics of 
FeAl3 type in the butt and preservation of ductility at deformation of joints with steel studs. 5 Ref., 1 Table, 9 Figures.

K e y w o r d s :  shape-memory alloys, copper-aluminium alloys, arc-contact welding, structural materials, thermoelas-
tic martensitic transformation

Modern technology is increasingly interested in appli-
cation of materials with special properties, allowing 
development of devices, self-activating at the change 
of external conditions. Specific characteristics of such 
materials enable simplifying the design, and conse-
quently, improving the operating reliability of ma-
chine activators. Such materials include, in particular, 
shape-memory alloys (SMA).

These alloys attract growing interest in different 
sectors of industry, medicine and culture, owing to the 
possibility of practical utilization of their thermoelastic 
characteristic, namely their ability to recover the preset 
shape at heating, after deformation in the cold state. In 
addition to thermoelasticity (form change under the im-
pact of stresses, arising at crystallographic transforma-
tions), these alloys are also characterized by widely ap-
plied properties of superelasticity, namely preservation 
of elastic properties at relatively high deformations.

From the large number of known shape-memory 
alloys, the best studied and the most widely accepted 
now are alloys based on two systems, namely Ti–Ni 
and Cu–Al. Each of them has its advantages and dis-

advantages. Nitinol meets the requirements of med-
ical applications better than do other alloys, namely 
it has high corrosion resistance, bioinertness and bio-
compatibility, as well as good mechanical properties 
(yield point is higher than 1 GPa, elastic deformation 
is up to 8 %, modulus of elasticity is about 70 MPa). 
At the same time, in most of non-medical applications 
less expensive copper-based alloys can be used, the 
technology of manufacturing and heat treatment of 
which is well-known. In addition to relatively low 
cost, copper-aluminium SMA, compared to nitinol, 
have higher limit temperature range of martensitic 
transformations that allows them to be used in de-
vices, operating at high temperatures, for instance, 
in automatic fire extinguishing systems or in thermal 
plants of the type of furnaces, boilers or steam lines.

Industrial application of any materials, including 
SMA, requires solving the problems of joining them 
to each other or to other materials. Earlier [1, 2], we 
showed that characteristics of SMA of Ni–Ti or Cu–
Al systems are preserved at pulse welding, and, there-
fore, this class of welding processes can be applied for 
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joining these alloys, when used in thermally-activated 
structures.

It should be noted that the earlier considered weld-
ing methods and characteristic small dimensions 
of the samples allowed limiting current pulse dura-
tion to several milliseconds. This was convenient to 
produce welded joints in medical products and in 
instrument-making. However, application of cop-
per-aluminium alloy in power engineering requires 
increasing the welded cross-section, and duration of 
welding heating and energy input, respectively.

This work is a study of the possibility of joining 
plates from SMA of Cu–Al system to fasteners in the 
form of studs from structural alloys of different grades. 
The complexity of the problem was determined not 
only by behaviour of the alloy with shape-memory ef-
fect in the joint, but also by metallurgical compatibili-
ty of dissimilar metals, including combinations of iron 
alloys and non-ferrous metals. Traditional stud weld-
ing techniques, namely capacitor-discharge welding 
(«contact» and «gap» methods) and DC arc welding 
are also considered [3]. Experiments on capacitor stud 
welding were performed in K-747MB machine [4], 
arc welding experiments were conducted in GLV 650 
machine of HBS Company (Germany).

Capacitor stud welding. At selection of the mode 
of capacitor stud welding the variable parameters 
were capacitor capacitance, their charging voltage, 
lift height (in welding by «gap» method) and upset 
force (Table). Results of rupture testing showed that it 
was not possible to produce strong joints with all the 
materials. This pertains, in particular, to welding studs 
from AMg3 aluminium alloy. Strong and stable joints 
were produced only with studs from this alloy of not 
more than M3 diameter by «contact» welding method. 
In standard stud, in keeping with ISO 13918, the ratio 
of joint area (area of the flange at the stud end to be 
welded) to stud cross-sectional area is maximum for 
M3* (Figure 3). Presence of a flange on the stud at ca-
pacitor welding is due to the need to increase the joint 
strength up to that of base metal without increasing 
the energy required to create a reinforcement around 
the stud body. Lowering of welding current enables 
capacitor welding of studs to a thin sheet, preserva-
tion of decorative or functional coating on the sheet 
reverse side and welding of dissimilar metals.

At determination of welding mode, providing 
strong welded joints, correspondence of welded sam-
ples quality to the condition of fracture running across 
the stud body, was verified by a rapid method: stud 
bending in keeping with ISO Standard 14555.

Dependence of tensile strength of joints on weld-
ing mode parameters was studied on studs of M6 di-
ameter. Results of these measurements are shown in 
Figure 2.

Influence of capacitor capacitance on joint strength 
in «contact» welding was determined at constant val-
ue of capacitor charging voltage, which corresponds 
to optimum value given in the Table, namely, 100 V 
for St.3 steel, 125 V — for studs from 12Kh18N9T 
steel and L63 brass. Analysis of curves of rupture 
force dependence on capacitor capacitance (Figure 2, 
a) showed that for steel studs at maximum capacitor 
capacitance the welding mode still remains energeti-
cally unexhausted, but the achieved strength already 
corresponds to specific characteristics of the material. 
At the same time, welding studs from lower-melting 

Modes of welding different studs to sheet material from Cu–Al 
system alloys

Stud material
Threaded 

stud

Capacitor 
capaci-
tance, 

mF

Capacitor 
charging 
voltage, 

V

Upset 
force, N

Lift 
height, 

mm

«Contact» welding

St.3 steel
М3 96 60 15 –
М6 96 100 15 –
М8 96 150 15 –

12Kh18N9T steel
М3 72 75 15 –
М6 96 125 10 –
М8 96 150 10 –

L63 brass
М3 48 100 10 –
М6 60 125 10 –
М8 96 175 10 –

AMg3 alloy М3 72 80 15 –
«Gap» welding

St.3 steel
М3 96 80 – 3
М8 96 150 – 3

L63 brass
М3 36 75 – 2
М6 72 125 – 2

           
*That is most probably related to conditions of stud manufacturing by cold upset forging.

Figure 1. Standard ratio of the area of flange end face on the stud 
to section of threaded (1) and smooth (2) studs
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brass with exceeding the optimum value of energy, 
accumulated in the capacitors, leads to lowering of 
sample strength. As shown by visual analysis, this is 
due to melting out of a considerable part of the flange 
being welded. At tension, fracture runs across the 
flange body with stud tearing out.

As the energy accumulated in the capacitors has 
a quadratic dependence on charging voltage, influ-
ence of the latter is more significant than that of the 

capacitance values. This is illustrated by Figure 2, b. 
Determination of joint strength dependence on capac-
itor charging voltage was performed with M3 studs 
at capacitor capacitance found to be the optimum one 
(Table). The curves and sample examination showed 
that at a low capacitor charge the stored energy is 
insufficient for melting the entire abutted surface of 
the flange at the stud end face. Here, an undercut is 
preserved in the welded joint at the flange periphery. 
When the optimum value of stored energy in the butt 
is exceeded, pores are formed, as shown by fracture 
analysis, reducing the joint area. Visual analysis re-
vealed simultaneous intensification of liquid over-
heated metal splashing, that also reduces the joint area 
and creates a slot between the stud and the sheet.

Upset force is one of the determining parameters of 
the mode of capacitor stud welding. In welding by the 
«contact» method, the results of which are discussed 
below, and in which upsetting is performed before arc 
excitation by explosion of a thin protrusion at the stud 
end face, the force is determined by the time of stud 
holding at discharge current (Figure 3). The influence 
of contact resistance on duration of heating the ex-
ploding protrusion (section 1) is clearly seen in volt-
age oscillogram. Comparison of oscillograms shows 
that the delay of arc excitation (Figure 4, b) leads to 
shorter duration of arc stage of the discharge (section 
II in voltage curve).

Shown oscillograms also demonstrate lowering 
of amplitude value of current and voltage between 
the parts being welded (arc electrodes) at increase of 
pressure of welding head spring. These changes are 
caused by counter-action of spring upsetting pressure 
and exploding protrusion vapour pressure. Increase 
of vapour pressure at protrusion overheating by pro-
longed current passage leads to greater electric resis-
tance of the arc gap (comparable with discharge cir-
cuit resistance) that causes current lowering, whereas 
increase of spring pressure reduces the arc length, 
while changing its voltage.

Figure 2. Dependence of strength of welded joints of M6 studs 
from different metals with plates from SMA of Cu-Al system 
on capacitance (a) and charging voltage (b) of capacitors: 1 — 
12Kh18N9T steel; 2 — L63 brass; 3 — St.3 steel

Figure 3. Oscillograms of current I and voltage U between the parts being welded during welding M8 studs from stainless steel by 
«contact» method with spring pressure of 50 (a) and 60 N (b) (96 mF capacitor capacitance, 150 V charging voltage)
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The next experimental series belongs to arc-con-
tact capacitor stud welding by «gap» method. This 
method differs from the earlier considered one by 
that the discharge current is switched on when the 
stud, which has been removed from the sheet at the 
start of the welding process (in de-energized state), 
comes into contact with the sheet under the impact of 
welding device spring. At this moment current loop is 
closed and burning-out of roughnesses begins at the 
tip of the thin protrusion of the stud.

The main features of the processes of arc exci-
tation at capacitor stud welding and arc excitation 
by exploding protrusion are demonstrated by oscillo-
grams of welding current and arc voltage (Figure 4).

First, in welding by the «gap» method the stage 
of arc excitation (arc gap formation) is shorter than 
in welding by «contact» method. This can be judged 
by a delay of voltage rise, accompanying protrusion 
«explosion». In the given oscillograms this difference 
is about 20 ms at 3 mm initial gap*. Note that voltage 
surge at the moment of arc excitation in «gap» weld-
ing is higher than that in «contact» welding, as the ini-
tial volume of plasma is smaller in the first case than 
it is in the second case, and, more over, it is pressed 
by a mobile clamp to the stud. This leads to greater re-
sistance at the moment of arc excitation, which drops 
quickly to a characteristic resistance value at regular 
voltage of the arc discharge.

Secondly, duration of the discharge stage of the arc 
in «gap» welding is much smaller that it is in «con-
tact» welding. This feature is attributable to arc exci-
tation at burning out of microroughnesses in the point 
of contact in the first variant and protrusion «explo-
sion» in the second one. At protrusion evaporation, 
vapour pressure is greater than at arc running between 
the protrusion and the sheet that leads to greater arc 

length, as follows from the above-said. This assump-
tion is confirmed by higher arc voltage in Figure 4, 
b. In addition, arcing time also influences the inertia 
of movable mass of welding device that counteracts 
metal vapour pressure. Therefore, in welding with a 
moving stud by «gap» method, the arc stage of the 
discharge is shorter than that in «contact» welding, 
when «hanging» of movable mass occurs at the start 
of the process, and, thus, arcing time is increased. Arc 
shortening in «gap» welding and respective reduction 
of discharge loop resistance lead to increase of ampli-
tude value of current.

Peculiarities of processes of capacitor welding of 
studs by different methods determined the limited suc-
cess of welding studs to sheets from SMA of Cu–Al 
system by «gap» method. As shown by the Table, this 
method allowed welding only studs from low-carbon 
steel in the M3-M8 diameter range that corresponds to 
limit capacity of K747MB machine, as well as those 
from brass of M3 and M6 diameter. In experiments 
with other metals undercuts and cracks in butt joint 
metal could not be avoided.

Known are the difficulties of joining iron alloys to 
aluminium alloys, associated with butt metal embrit-
tlement as a result of formation of Fe–Al intermetal-
lics of different stoichiometric composition. Howev-
er, at impact bend testing to ISO 14555 of our joints 
of steel studs with an alloy of Cu–Al system, the 
samples withstood plastic bending through 90°. No 
other intermetallic inclusions were revealed, either. 
Apparently, such compounds are absent, or they are 
scattered through the matrix in the form of dispersed 
particles, not detectable by metallographic analysis, 
that is confirmed also by durometry investigations in 
the butt joint area.

Typical microstructure of the zone of welding steel 
studs to a sheet of SMA of Cu–Al system is shown 

Figure 4. Oscillograms of welding current I and arc voltage U at capacitor welding of M8 studs from low-carbon steel by «gap» (a) 
and «contact» (b) methods (96 mF capacitor capacitance, 150 V charging voltage)

           
*Initial gap value influences the force at which roughnesses at the end face are deformed. The greater the gap, the greater the 
force of compression, and the lower the contact resistance, which causes thermal excitation of the arc at roughnesses evaporation 
from the end face.
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in Figure 5. It is characterized by presence of a lay-
er, in which molten metal of the stud is mixed with 
sheet metal (dark-coloured zone). As SMA melting 
temperature is lower (by almost 400 °C) than that of 
stud material, the latter is the first to solidify, jam-
ming SMA metal. This is also manifested in that the 
butt joint of St.3 steel with melting temperature of 
1530 °C, has less jammed alloy, than the butt joint 
of stainless steel with melting temperature of about 
1400 °C, closer to SMA melting temperature, which 
is about 1000 °C.

Microstructures of stud joints from metals, related 
to Cu–Al alloy components, namely brass L63 and al-
uminium alloy AMg3, have less contrast (Figure 6). In 
view of closeness of melting temperatures, the metals 
being welded to each other, solidify in the butt almost 
simultaneously, so that only a small quantity of the 
low-melting phase is jammed. This is illustrated by 
comparison of microstructures of joints of L63 studs 
(Figure 6 a), in which molten metal of both the joint 
elements solidified almost simultaneously, and those 
of AMg3 alloy (Figure 6, b) — a lower melting alloy 
than complex alloy of Cu–Al system, so that the latter 
was preserved as an islet in the aluminium alloy. The 
given microstructure photos show that the joint sur-
face is dense, without pores or other discontinuities.

DC welding of studs. Current value at capacitor 
stud welding is equal to several kiloamperes, while in 

DC welding of the same stud cross-sections current 
value is not more than 1 kA. Duration of the process 
of arc-contact stud welding is more than an order of 
magnitude greater than capacitor welding time. As a 
result, each of these arc-contact welding processes 
has its applications.

Owing to short duration of the process, capacitor 
welding has its advantages, namely possibility of stud 
joining to a thin sheet with thickness to stud diame-
ter ratio of 1:10 (in DC welding this ratio is 1:6 for 
up to M12 studs and 1:4 for larger diameter studs) 
and possibility of joining with parts having heat-sen-
sitive coatings, for instance, those from polymer, lay-
er paint or another decorative material. However, a 
disadvantage of this welding process, which is also 
related to short duration of the process, is the need for 
precisely keeping the perpendicularity of stud axis to 
the surface of the sheet, to which it is welded, within 
7°. This, certainly, requires higher welder’s qualifica-
tions, and limits operation efficiency.

The method of arc-contact stud welding by DC cur-
rent is devoid of such a drawback to a certain extent.

Experiments were conducted with threaded 
studs from low-carbon steel St.3 and stainless steel 
12Kh18N9T, as well as aluminium alloy AMg3 of a 
standard shape, having a flange greater than the stud 
cross-section by a value given in the Table, which is 
tapered at the tip with apex angle of 165°.

Figure 5. Microstructure (×500) of joints of M6 studs from low-carbon (a) and stainless (b) steel

Figure 6. Microstructure (×500) of joints of M6 studs from brass L63 (a) and aluminium alloy AMg3 (b)
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GLV machine, in which experiments were per-
formed, does not allow adjusting welding current val-
ue, which nominally is equal to 650 A, or its polarity, 
which is set as straight in the machine, so that the ad-
justable parameters were only welding current pulse 
duration and lift height of the stud. AMg3 studs were 
welded in argon, fed into the welding zone with 15 l/
min flow rate with pre-blowing for 10 s. Joints were 
evaluated by impact bending and tensile strength, as 
well as by their appearance. Strong joints could only 
be obtained on St.3 steel studs.

Considering possible applications of joints with 
welded studs, their diameter was limited to M6 and 
M8, so that «short cycle» welding process was selected 
from all the possible variants of arc-contact stud weld-
ing, at which welding time is not more than 100 ms.

Joints with M6 studs from AMg3 alloy failed in 
the welding area at bending through up to 10° angle. 
Change of welding mode parameters in a broad range 
did not allow producing strong joints.

Analysis of fracture area led to the assumption 
that the cause for failed experiment is the mismatch 
of thermo-physical characteristics of materials being 
welded. Energy, sufficient for melting the stud sur-
face, turned out to be insufficient for melting the sheet 
to a depth that provides a strong joint. If welding cur-
rent duration is increased up to the value, sufficient for 
creating a satisfactory volume of molten metal on the 
sheet surface, then the flange on the stud being weld-
ed will be melted completely. This, certainly, lowers 
the joint strength. Subsequent experiments with steel 
studs confirmed this assumption.

Influence of welding mode parameters on welded 
joint strength was studied in welding M6 steel studs 
to sheet of d = 8 mm. Obtained results in the form 
of graphs of joint strength dependence on duration of 
welding current pulse and lift height of stud at arc ex-
citation stage are given in Figure 7. Analysis of the 

graphs is indicative of existence of a narrow optimum 
range of welding mode parameters, corresponding to 
strength properties of the joint, comparable with peel 
strength of the material. Deviation from them lowers 
joint strength, because of insufficient duration of the 
process (arcing time proportionally depends on the 
gap between the stud and sheet at the moment of the 
start of their drawing together and welding current 
switching on) or excess heating, leading to significant 
splashing of metal from the welding zone (Figure 8), 
pore formation and respective reduction of joint area.

Studying and analysis of results of impact bend 
testing of the joints in keeping with ISO 14555 Stan-
dard (Figure 8) and their comparison with the graph 
(Figure 7, a) lead to the conclusion that the joints, 
which withstood this test, are not always equivalent 
to base metal in terms of strength.

Investigations of metallographic structure of sam-
ples of this composition, revealed non-uniformity of 
metal of joint solidification zone, namely presence of 
material in the base matrix, which solidified separate-
ly from the main mass (Figure 9). Generalizing these 
results with the above analysis (Figures 5 and 6) leads 
to the conclusion that the non-simultaneity of solidi-

Figure 7. Influence of mode parameters of arc-contact welding of steel studs M6 to a sheet of SMA of Cu–Al system 8 mm thick on 
joint strength: a —l = 2 mm; b — t = 50 ms

Figure 8. Samples of welding M6 steel studs with different heat-
ing duration
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fication of materials being joined is typical for pulsed 
arc-contact welding of dissimilar metals. At increase 
of welding time, the joint zone becomes more hetero-
geneous due to its enrichment in the steel component 
(Figure 9, b).

Studying fractures of joints of steel studs with cop-
per-aluminium alloy showed the ductile nature of the 
fracture. This is indicative of the fact that no brittle in-
termetallics form in pulsed welding mode. As shown 
by microstructural analysis of arc-contact welded 
joints, the HAZ, the size of which was determined by 
refinement of copper-aluminium alloy grains [5], is 
not more than 0.2 mm. Preservation of the structure of 
the main bulk of SMA, as shown by earlier research 
[2], also ensures preservation of functional character-
istics of the weldment.

Conclusions

1. Two methods of arc-contact welding, namely by 
capacitor discharge and by direct current, known as 
capacitor and arc stud welding, were tested for joining 
fasteners from steel and non-ferrous metals to com-
plex alloy of Cu–Al system.

2. Studying strength properties and metallographic 
structure showed that pulsed methods of arc-contact 
welding provide strong joints of fasteners in dissimi-
lar combination with an alloy of Cu–Al system, char-
acterized by shape-memory effect. Owing to short 
duration of welding, the alloy preserves its functional 
characteristics. This enables an essential expansion of 
the range of products with these alloy, featuring high 
corrosion- and wear-resistance at relatively low lost.

3. Of the two variants of capacitor stud welding, it 
is preferable to apply the «contact» welding method 
for making dissimilar joints, which allows welding 
M3–M8 studs from L63 brass, low-carbon and stain-

less steels owing to relatively low current and greater 
heating duration. Joints with more than 3 mm diame-
ter studs from AMg3 could not be produced, because 
of a significant difference in melting temperatures.

4. At direct current arc-contact welding strong joints 
with SMA of Cu–Al system could be obtained only 
with low-carbon steel studs, because of significant in-
crease of welding time. Studs from non-ferrous metals 
and stainless steel melted out without preservation of 
the standard flange at the welded tip, which improves 
welded joint strength up to that of base metal.

5. Analysis of microstructure of arc-contact weld-
ed joints of dissimilar materials demonstrated hetero-
geneity of the welding zone. Inclusions of the low-
er-melting constituent are preserved in the matrix 
of the solidified phase. Metals being joined do not 
form a common structure, because of the short time 
of process and high cooling rate. Positive outcome of 
this process was manifested in ductility of fracture of 
joints with steel studs, owing to absence of brittle in-
termetallics of FeAl3 type in the butt joint.
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Figure 9. Microstructure (×500) of zone welding of M6 stud from low-carbon steel with an alloy of Cu–Al system (below). Duration 
of welding current pulse of 50 (a) and 70 (b) ms
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FINITE-ELEMENT MODELLING OF STRESS-STRAIN STATE 
IN WELDABILITY TESTS (PVR-TEST)

K.A. YUSHCHENKO, E.A. VELIKOIVANENKO, N.O. CHERVYAKOV, 
G.F. ROZYNKA and N.I. PIVTORAK

E.O. Paton Electric Welding Institute, NASU 
11 Kazimir Malevich Str., 03680, Kiev, Ukraine. E-mail: office@paton.kiev.ua

Hot cracks appearing in process of welding are an important problem determining weldability of number of structural 
materials. Regardless the fact that this phenomenon is widely investigated in course of many decades a nature of hot 
crack appearance is still a relevant problem for number of current alloys in fusion welding. To reach wider understand-
ing of a mechanism of hot crack formation a finite-element method was used for mathematical modelling of PVR-Test. 
Realizing the mathematical model employing the experimental data, received as a result of such testing, allowed getting 
stress and strain distribution in the crack formation zones. The zones of plastic strain positive increments, promoting 
crack formation, were found for a range of brittleness temperature interval. Prediction of the zones of higher suscepti-
bility to hot crack appearance as a result of decrease of material ductility well agrees with the experimental investiga-
tions. 8 Ref., 1 Table, 4 Figures.

K e y w o r d s :  hot cracks, weldability testing, welding, PVR-Test, nickel alloys, finite-element method

High-alloy steels and nickel alloys are one of the most 
essential structural materials capable to withstand ex-
treme temperatures and power loads as well as resist 
effect of aggressive media. They are mostly used in 
chemical, oil and power machine building and oth-
er branches of industry for manufacture of structures 
operating in a wide temperature range. Overwhelm-
ing majority of the high-alloy steels and nickel alloys 
refer to a structural class of austenite structural mate-
rials, characterized with structure stability in a wide 
range of operating temperatures, high temperature re-
sistance, heat resistance and resistance to aggressive 
media effect. 

Most stably austenite materials have high sensi-
tivity to hot crack formation in fusion welding. The 
main difficulties in welding of considered materials 
are caused by their multi-component alloying and va-
riety of operating conditions of the welded structures. 
The primary and general peculiarity of these materials 
is susceptibility to formation of hot cracks, having in-
tergranular nature [1], in the weld and near-weld zone. 
Susceptibility to crack formation is evaluated with the 
help of current methods for weldability evaluation Va-
restraint-Test and PVR-Test [2–4].

The PVR-Test method is recommended by the 
International Institute of Welding for evaluation of 
weldability of structural materials in single-pass and 
multi-pass welding, first of all of the materials with 
stably austenite structure, sufficiently sensitive to 
crack formation.

Principle of the PVR-Test is based on the grounds 
of theory of process strength developed by N.N. Prok-
horov [5]. The method of crack resistance evaluation 
is realized by means of non-consumable welding with-
out filler along a central plane axis with simultaneous 
longitudinal varying in time sample deformation.

A crack formation sensitivity criterion is a critical 
deformation rate vcr, at which first cracks appear. Si-
multaneous appearance of the cracks in a weld as well 
as heat affected zone is possible in welding. More-
over, these cracks appear, as a rule, at different value 
of critical deformation rate vcr. This allows for hav-
ing quantitative description of sensitivity to a specific 
type of cracks. More accurate information on a mo-
ment of crack formation start can be received through 
examination of a weld surface using optical enlarge-
ment methods.

An aim of the work was mathematical modelling 
of a weldability testing method (PVR-Test) for more 
complete analysis of the peculiarities of stresses and 
deformations localizing as well as determination of 
possible zones of crack formation.

Carried investigation was made applicable to alloy 
of Ni–Cr–Fe alloying system which is widely used in 
nuclear power engineering.

The experimental data, received at forced defor-
mation for evaluation of crack formation suscepti-
bility [6], were used for development of a PVR-Test 
mathematical model using finite-element method [7]. 
This allowed computing temperature, stress and de-

© K.A. YUSHCHENKO, E.A. VELIKOIVANENKO, N.O. CHERVYAKOV, G.F. ROZYNKA and N.I. PIVTORAK, 2016
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formation fields for different zones of a welded joint 
at macrolevel.

A computational procedure [8] was used for eval-
uation of kinetics of stress-strain state of the sample. 
It is based on sequential tracing of a development 
of elasto-plastic deformations in x, y points of con-
sidered sample at temperature change during source 
movement.

A hypothesis of two-dimensional stress state was 
used. According to it a stress tensor sij in any point x, 
y in a moment of time t is presented as following

 
, ( ),xx xy

ij yx xy
yx yy

= =
s s

s s s
s s

 
(1)

where the tensor components sij in each point x, y of 
considered area satisfy the equilibrium equations
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Deformation tensor eij has structure similar to sij 
tensor, i.e.
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where components exx, exy, eyy are related with Ux and 
Uy movements by relationships
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In a random moment of time t tensor eij can be pre-
sented as a sum of tensors [1]

 
,e p c

ij ij ij ije = e + e + e
 

(5)

where e
ije  is the tensor of elastic deformation; ð

ije  is 
the tensor of non-elastic deformation of instantaneous 
ductility; ñ

ije  is the tensor of non-elastic creep defor-
mation.

Relationship between tensor si and tensor e
ije  is 

determined by Hooke’s law, i.e. there are following 
dependencies taking into account temperature and mi-
crostructure changes 3j in point x, y in a moment of 
time t in comparison with t = 0 has
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where dij is the single tensor or Kronecker symbol, i.e. 
dij = 1 at i = j and dij = 0 at i ≠ j; s = (sxx + (syy)/3, G = 
= E/(2(1 + v)) is the shear modulus; E is the normal 
elasticity modulus; n is the Poisson’s ratio; K = (1 – 
2v)/E is the volumetric compression modulus.

Relationship of stress tensor si with instantaneous 
ductility deformations ð

ije  in current commercial pack-
ages of computer software such as «Weldpredictions» 
is enunciated based on flow theory, associated with 

Mises yield criterion. i.e. relationship is registered be-
tween a tensor of plastic deformation increments p

ijDe   
and stress deviator sij – dijs in form of
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(7)

where a scalar function dl is determined by yield con-
dition through yield surface
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where
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s0.2(T) is the material yield in x, y point at temperature 
T(t).
 dλ = 0, if f < 0 or f = 0, but df < 0;  
 dλ > 0, if f = 0 and df > 0;  
 state f > 0 is inadmissible. 

(10)

Tracing of the development of elastic-plastic de-
formations is carried out step-by-step, stating from 
moment t = 0 through time gap Dt, the same as tracing 
of the development of temperature field T(x, y, t) in 
time is carried out in series through finite increments 
of time Dt.

Deformation tensor will acquire final increment 
during this tracing step.

 
e p

ij ij ijDe = De + De
 

(11)

or taking into account (6), (7)
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Function y reflects a state of the material in point 
x, y in time moment t. It equals 1/2G (elastic behavior) 
or more than 1/2G elastic-plastic behavior. Yield con-
dition (8) allows for developing y function iterative 
refinement. Value bij is known for tracing stage (time 
moment t), if solution at stage (t – Dt) is known.

Dependence (12) at each iteration on y, i.e. when 
y is set, converts considered problem to a well known 
problem of thermoelasticity theory with additionally 
set deformations bij. Numerical methods based on fi-
nite-element method [8] are sufficiently well devel-
oped for such problems’ solution. Such an algorithm 
type is used in software package «Weldpredictions». 
It made a basis for investigation of residual deforma-
tions depending on applied load as well as heat input 
(or welding mode).

Figure 1 shows the model for macrolevel (sample 
and scheme of its loading). The sample was divided 
on 8 sections, within the limits of which the deforma-
tion rate was constant. Kinetics of stress-strain state in 
the weld and heat-affect zone (HAZ) was calculated 
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for each of sections (2–8) for macrolevel at 0.5 mm 
distance from fusion line in the places of appearance 
of ductility dip cracks under real testing conditions.

The model considers all heat and mechanical ef-
fects in the process of real PVR-Test of the welds pro-
duced with Ni–Cr–Fe wire depending on time. Phys-
ical properties of material, depending on temperature 
(Table), parameters of welding mode (Iw = 60 A, Ua = 
= 10.5 V, vw = 6.5 m/h) and nature of mechanical load-
ing and change of sample geometry were used. The 
process of testing was modeled for plane sample of 
200×40×3 mm size. Size of finite element in calcula-
tions made 0.5×0.5×0.5 mm.

Comparative kinetics of change of temperature, 
stresses and deformations in HAZ for sections 2 and 4 
is shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Tension plastic deformations rise in the weld and 
heat affected zone in heating stage at simultaneous 
tension of the sample. Plastic deformations reduce to 
zero when reaching the temperature maximum in the 
weld, further decrease of temperature provokes their 
re-increase. Somewhat another pattern is for HAZ. 

Since there is no metal melting in the HAZ, plastic de-
formations grow continuously. Rate of plastic defor-
mation at tension rate 2 mm/min in section 2 during 
cooling makes 0.00119 %/°C that is significantly low-
er than plastic deformation rate (0.00539 %/°C) in 
section 4 at tension rate 4 mm/min. This determines 
higher susceptibility of material to crack formation in 
this section. Figure 4 shows kinetics of change of lon-
gitudinal plastic deformations in sections 2 and 4 as 
well as boundaries of brittleness temperature interval 
BTI 2.

Obtained results well agree with the experimental 
researches of crack resistance using PVR-Test meth-
od, when formation of ductility dip cracks under real 

Figure 1. Sample and scheme of its loading

Figure 2. Kinetics of change of temperature, stresses and defor-
mations in section 2

Figure 3. Kinetics of change of temperature, stresses and defor-
mations in section 4

Dependence of mechanical and thermo-physical properties on 
temperature for examined material

T, °C
E·10–5, 
MPa

sy, MPa
α·106, 
1/°C

λ, 
J/(cm·s·°C)

сγ, 
J/(cm3·°C)

20 2.06 350 14.1 0.120 0.450
100 2.03 280 14.1 0.135 0.470
200 1.95 250 14.3 0.154 0.500
300 1.87 240 14.5 0.173 0.530
400 1.85 230 14.8 0.191 0.550
500 1.77 225 15.2 0.210 0.580
600 1.67 215 15.7 0.229 0.600
700 1.58 200 16.2 0.248 0.630
800 1.52 190 16.6 0.266 0.660
900 1.45 175 17.0 0.285 0.680
1000 1.35 150 17.4 0.301 0.710
1100 1.25 125 17.8 0.316 0.740
1200 1.0 100 18.0 0.330 0.770

Figure 4. Kinetics of change of longitudinal plastic deformations 
on temperature in sections 2 (1) and 4 (2)
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tests took place at forced tension rate of more than 
3 mm/min.

Conclusions

1. Finite-element method was used for mathematical 
modelling of weldability on PVR-Test and compu-
tational data were received on distribution of tem-
perature, stresses and strains in different zones of the 
welded joint.

2. Local deformations, appearing at high tempera-
tures, were computed for a plane sample of nickel 
alloy of Ni–Cr–Fe alloying system and data were ac-
quired relatively to positive increments of plastic de-
formations in the range of brittleness temperature in-
terval. It is shown that the rate of plastic deformation 
for given modelling conditions varies from 0.00119 
to 0.00539 %/°C. This will determine higher suscep-
tibility to hot crack formation in BTI 2 in this section.

3. The results of numerical prediction of material 
susceptibility to hot crack formation well agree with 
the experimental data that allows using the model for 

evaluation of risks of crack appearance in different 
zones of the welded joint.
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Studied were the advantages of alloy feeding with the disperse refractory inoculants for regulation and optimizing the 
primary structure of high-strength low-alloy steel weld metal. The main assumptions and limitations of a model of weld 
metal solidification process, proposed in this work, were considered. The model of melt solidification was described 
in details taking into account effect of the introduced disperse refractory inoculants. A hypothesis was presented on 
mechanism of interaction of a refractory inoculant with moving solidification front, which was taken in computations. 
Effect of the different alloying elements on surface energy of phase interface was described. Boundary conditions of 
the proposed model, realized in form of author software, were described. The results are given of computational exper-
iments showing the possibilities of regulation of parameters and morphology of the primary structure of high-strength 
low-alloy steel weld metal by means of melt feeding with the disperse refractory inoculants (by example of TiO2 in-
troduction). Presented is a comparison of experimental and computational results of change of the primary structure 
parameters. Developed mathematical model and software, written on its basis, are good for prediction of dimensional 
parameters and morphology of the weld metal primary structure considering refractory inoculants being fed in the weld 
pool. 17 Ref., 1 Table, 10 Figures.

K e y w o r d s :  dendrite structure, disperse refractory inoculants, solidification, high-strength low-alloy steels, mor-
phology, mathematical modelling

Continuous increase of the requirements to metal 
structure safety promotes for the necessity of master-
ing new steel grades with higher level of mechanical 
properties. In practice of metallurgical production a 
volume of high-strength low-alloy steels (HSLA) 
production continuously rises. The main tendencies 
in optimizing the properties of HSLA steels are re-
duction of content of alloying elements, increase of 
total number of microalloying elements, decrease of 
content of additives and residual elements promoting 
metal degradation, improvement of structural inho-
mogeneity, rise of mechanical properties level [1].

Alloy feeding with the refractory inoculants is a 
perspective method for optimizing the structure and 
properties of HSLA steels due to regulation, first of 
all, of structure parameters and, respectively, weld 
metal mechanical properties. It is known that grain 
size of the primary structure effects the nature of 
g → a transformations. If nucleation of a-phase in the 
disperse dendrite structure starts at grain boundary in 
the upper area of bainite transformation, then nucle-
ation of ferrite inside the primary grains at boundaries 
with non-metallic inclusions at temperatures close to 
bainite transformation end [2] is typical for coarser 
dendrites.

Work [3] considers a series of models of prima-
ry structure development and their critical analysis is 
carried out from point of view of possibility of their 
application for simulation of weld metal solidification 
process taking into account effect of the disperse re-
fractory inoculants. Present work proposes a model 
based on finite element method coupled with cellular 
automation method.

main assumptions and limitations of the model 
of metal solidification process. Studied system in-
cludes the refractory inoculants distributed in a liquid 
phase and significantly effecting solidification pro-
cess.

Metal solidification process considering effect of 
the refractory inoculants can be considered as a result 
of interaction of two competing processes, namely 
high-rate movement of solidification front, caused by 
local non-equilibrium of diffusion processes at phase 
interface, and effect of the inoculants on local surface 
tension at phase interface, which has significant effect 
on formation of the weld metal primary structure of 
HSLA steel [4].

Solution of this problem in present work is based 
on a model of local non-equilibrium solidification 
(freezing) [5], which was supplemented by a model of 
solidification front interaction with the refractory in-

© D.Yu. ERMOLENKO, A.V. IGNATENKO and V.V. GOLOVKO, 2016
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oculants. The model taken as a basis is used for small 
as well as high rates of crystalline phase growth. The-
oretical grounds of this model are made in work [6].

In two-dimensional medium the equations of model 
[5] describe a mass balance (1), evolution of solid and 
liquid phase interface and diffusion flow of additives 
(2, 3), growth of solid phase (4) and relationship of ad-
ditive concentration in liquid and solid phases (5).
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where Jx and Jy are the projections of vector J of dif-
fusion flow on coordinate axis; CL and CS are the con-
centration in liquid and solid phases, respectively; G 
is the fraction of solid phase in a cell [0–1]: t is the 
time; w is the area of phase interface in solidifying 
system; v is the volume of two-phase area; V is the 
rate of movement of intergrain boundary (interface of 
solid and liquid phases) along vector normal directed 
to liquid phase side; k is the coefficient of additive 
non-equilibrium distribution.

It is known that small freezing rate and low over-
cooling promote for disturbance of microscopically 
smooth phase interface, it becomes morphological-
ly unstable according to scenario of authors of work 
[7]. This is a classical example of development of 
cell-dendrite structure type, which is regulated by dif-
fusion mass transfer in the locally equilibrium condi-
tions. Increase of overcooling can result in deviation 
of local thermal-dynamic equilibrium in the system as 
well as initiation of quick freezing [8].

main assumptions of the used model:
1. Isothermal two-phase system with constant 

pressure is considered.
2. The system consists of chemically inert bina-

ry-alloy, which solidifies from overcooled liquid.
3. Freezing from liquid phase can be so fast that 

rate V of phase interface movement is compared on 
value with rate VD of additive diffusion.

4. Convection in liquid phase and diffusion in sol-
id solidification phase are neglected.

5. Refractory inoculants are present in the liquid 
phase volume.

6. It is accepted that the refractory inoculants are 
uniformly distributed in the weld pool volume with 
some probability j (0 ≤ j ≤ 1).

7. Refractory inoculants are stationary in solidifi-
cation. All inoculants have similar size, comparable 
with size of cell of computational network (≈0.4 mm).

Under these assumptions the process of dendrite 
structure development is regulated by mass transfer 
and kinetics of phase boundary movement. In partic-
ular, from assumption 4 it is necessary to take into 
account a finiteness of rate of diffusion transfer of ad-
ditive and deviation from local equilibrium at phase 
boundary [9]. Thus, the model, describing the system, 
considers a local non-equilibrium diffusion of addi-
tive and kinetics of movement of phase interface.

Model of metal solidification process. A calcula-
tion area (solidification zone) is initiated at the begin-
ning of calculation. It consists of solid phase of specif-
ic morphology (it can be separate cybotactic groupings 
randomly distributed in liquid phase, single nuclei of 
solid phase, plane front with inhomogeneities or with-
out them, or their combinations) and liquid phase with 
determined initial additive concentration. A level of 
cell solidification is determined by fraction of solid 
phase in cell G. Each cell of the system can be liquid 
(G = 0) or completely solidified (G = 1), or belong to 
solidification front (0 < G < 1), i.e. freeze in a present 
moment of time (Figure 1).

In order to determine an increment of fraction of 
solid phase G it is necessary to calculate rate V of 
phase interface. This should be done with the help of 
non-linear kinetic equation «rate-overcooling»
 V = β(ΔT – ΔTC(V) – ΔTN(V) – ΔTG, (6)
where ΔT is the complete initial overcooling in the 
system; ΔTC is the concentration overcooling caused 
by additive diffusion; ΔTN is the overcooling caused 
by change of inclination of kinetic liquidus and de-
termined by difference between equilibrium line of 
liquidus TA + meC0 and kinetic liquidus TA + mC0; ΔTG 
is the overcooling caused by curvature of phase inter-
face (Gibbs–Thompson effect).

Contributions of overcoolings are determined in 
the equations:
 ΔT = TА + meC0 – T0, (7)
 ΔTC = m(V)(C0 – CL), (8)
 ΔTN = (me – m(V))C0, (9)
 ΔTG = –G(1 – 15cos (4(θ1 – θ0)))K. (10)

In the equations (6)–(10): b is the kinetic coeffi-
cient of crystal growth; TA is the solidification (freez-
ing) temperature of system main component; T0 is the 
temperature in isothermal system; me is the tangent 
of inclination angle of liquidus equilibrium line; C0 is 
the initial concentration of additive in the melt; m(V) 
is the inclination of kinetic liquidus; G is the capillar-
ity constant; K is the curvature of phase interface; q1 
is the angle of orientation of vector-normal to phase 
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interface; q0 is the angle of orientation of the main 
crystallographic direction [10].

Capillarity constant G is determined as

 
 ,  ,G L

A

Q
SS T

g
= D =
D

 
where g is the surface tension; DS is change of entropy 
in solidification; QL is the solidification latent heat. 

In metal solidification process the weld pool is al-
ways characterized with presence of some stochastic 
process at phase interface caused by probabilistic pro-
cesses. In order to get the results comparable with the 
experimental data, let’s enter a kinetic coefficient of 
crystal growth in form of [11]
  b = 1 + δη(t, x, y), (11)
where δ ≥ 0 is the amplitude of stochastic noise; η(t, 
x, y) is the probabilistic function taking the values in 
[–1–1] interval for different points in (t, x, y)-space.

Serious effect on the results of computations of 
dendrites growth has artificial anisotropy, developed 
by computational mesh geometry [12]. In order to 
reduce this effect the computation of surface curva-
ture considers an effect of not only the closest cells, 
but more distant neighbors. This work accounts effect 
of the cells being in a radius of three cells (Figure 2) 
with some weight coefficient. The weight coefficient 
depends on cell area, which is covered by radius cir-
cumference 3.5h (h is the size of one cell in the com-
putational mesh), the center of which is in the center 
of cell being computed. Thus, the computation of sur-
face curvature in each separate cell takes into account 
effect of 44 neighbor points. A matrix of the weight 
coefficients M is calculated one time and appears to be 
constant for all cells of the system. Numbers, shown 
in Figure, these are the values of weight coefficients 
of cell-neighbors.

Let’s introduce a solidification vector SF  [10] for 
formalizing a computation of surface curvature. A val-
ue of this vector corresponds to sum of solid phase in 
radius circumference 3.5h around the cell considering 
weight coefficients of matrix M, determined above.
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(12)

Direction of vector  corresponds to a line join-
ing the mass center of all solid phase and center of 
studied cell. The coordinates of mass center relatively 
to studied cell in the Cartesian coordinates can be eas-
ily calculated on formulae:
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(13)

A vector of normal line of phase interface can be 
determined by formula
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(14)

Thus, angle of orientation of vector-normal to 
phase interface q1 in formula (10) is computed by for-
mula

 
arctan .I

x
y

D q =  D   
(15)

Curvature of the surface in studied cell containing 
some fraction of solid phase G is computed following 
from semiempirical dependence:
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where S, A, B are the constants determined from the 
matrix of weight coefficients; h is the size of cell in 
the computational mesh.

Geometrically these constants are determined 
as different sections of the circle of 3.5h radius 
(Figure 3); S is the area of whole circle (S = 2A + 
B = 3.52π); A is the area of sector «cde», and B is the 
area of domain «abcd». It is easy to see that equation 
(16) takes the zero value of surface curvature coeffi-
cient K independent on solid phase fraction G in the 
studied cell at plane solidification front. When mod-
ulus of vector SF  is less than A + BG sum, then the 
surface is convex, in the opposite case it is concave, 
that can be seen in Figure 3.

Formula (16) is the modification of a method of 
surface curvature determination proposed in work 
[13]. This method imposes limitations on size of the 
cells and radius of matrix of the weight coefficients, 
which should be sufficiently small in comparison with 
typical scales of modeled structure.

For computation of fraction of additive, which 
is pushed out by newly-formed solid phase into the 
melt, let’s determine a coefficient of non-equilibrium 
distribution of additive, which depends on local solid-
ification rate and being calculated using equation
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(17)

where ke is the equilibrium coefficient of distribution; 
VD is the rate of additive diffusion in a liquid phase 
volume; VDl is the rate of additive diffusion at phase 
interface.

Inclination m(V) of the kinetic liquidus for calcu-
lation of overcooling DTN and DTC is determined by 
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coefficient of non-equilibrium distribution k(V) (17) 
and rate V
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Updating of a concentration field takes place for 
each cell of computational domain following from 
mass balance and diffusion flow of additive. Concen-
tration of CS additive in completely solid cells (G = 1) 
remains the same.

There is a surge of concentration at a diffusion 
wave front «DF» (leading edge of diffusion pro-
file which moves with rate VD) [5] in process of lo-
cal non-equilibrium transfer of additive in the liquid 
phase volume. Detailed analysis of this effect can be 
found in work [11]. The boundary conditions at the 
diffusion wave front are set as boundary conditions of 
the first order and are as follows

 
( )

1/2

0exp ,4DF FJ C C−
 x = − t −     

n
 

where DFJ −  is the outgoing flow of additive; CF – C0 
is the concentration surge at a diffusion front; n is the 
vector of normal of diffusion front; x is the parameter 
of stability of calculation scheme; t is the time step.

Effect of the refractory inoculants on solidifi-
cation process. Analysis of series of experimental 
data [2, 4] allowed taking for computations a hypoth-
esis assuming that the solidification front absorbs the 
inoculant and surface tension in zone of contact is 
changed at the moment of contact.

In order to consider the effect of refractory inocu-
lants on solidification front movement it is necessary 
to compute a value of interphase tension between the 
inoculant and melt (s12) using table data [14].
 σ12 = σ1+ σ2 – Wa, 
where s12 is the value of interphase tension between 
refractory inoculant and melt; s1 is the inoculant sur-
face tension; s2 is the alloy surface tension; Wa is the 
adhesion work.

Surface tension of the melt is computed based on 
procedure proposed by S. Popel [15]:
 σ2 = σFe – 2000 lgΣFixi, 
where sFe is the surface tension of pure iron; Fi is the 
parameter characterizing capillary activity of alloying 
additive; xi is the atomic fraction of ith alloy compo-
nent.

The boundary conditions are not set in common 
understanding (Figure 4). Initially there are com-
pletely solid cells in the bottom of computational do-
main, computation in which is not carried out. From 
the right and from the left the computational domain 
forms a «cylinder» by means of development of vir-
tual data, to which data from the cells being closest 

to the boundary of computational domain are copied. 
It is done for emulation of position of computational 
domain in the weld pool, where development of the 
primary structure in it can also be effected by growth 
of dendrites in metal adjacent volumes. From above 
the computational area is limited by a layer of cells, 
computation in which is not carried out. This develops 
the layer, which does not prevent propagation of dif-
fusion wave that physically corresponds to weld pool 
large dimensions.

The model described above made a basis for de-
velopment of a program for tracing the movement 
of phase interface in solidification of weld metal of 
HSLA steels in time depending on initial conditions 
(initial solidification rate, initial morphology of solid 
phase, inclination angle of a vector of the most inten-
sive heat rejection to solidification surface) and phys-
ical parameters of alloy (solidification temperature 
of alloy main component, growth kinetic coefficient, 
tangent of inclination angle of liquidus equilibrium 
line, equilibrium coefficient of additive distribution, 
coefficient of additive diffusion, solidification latent 
heat, rate of additive diffusion in volume and on phase 
interface, stochastic noise amplitude).

Based on developed software a series of compu-
tational experiments was carried out, the results of 
which are given below.

Evaluation of melt composition effect on so-
lidification process. Composition of weld metal 
of HSLA steel (wt.%): 0.049 C; 0.298 Si; 1.39 Mn; 
0.023 S; 0.015 P; 0.15 Cr; 2.26 Ni; 0.25 Mo; 0.039 Al; 
0.008 Ti was taken as a basis for computational ex-
periments. Initial rate of solidification was accepted 
0.27VD. Physical parameters of alloy are given in the 
Table. Figure 5 shows difference in size and morphol-
ogy of dendrites, which were developed for similar 
period of time, without considering the effect of al-
loying elements on alloy surface tension (Figure 5, a) 
and taking into account the effect alloying elements 
(Figure 5, b).

Results of computational experiments of effect 
of refractory inoculants introduction on dendrite 
metal structure. Titanium dioxide (TiO2) was taken 
as introduced inoculant for the computations. It has 
the following parameters of surface interaction with 
iron melt, namely melting temperature (Tm) 1834 °C; 
surface tension of liquid phase (s1) 1780 mJ/m2; lim-
iting wetting angle (q) 0 degree; adhesion work (Wa) 
3560 mJ/m2. A parameter of refractory inoculants dis-
tribution in the weld pool metal j was taken equal 0, 
0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. The results of computations showing 
evolution of the dendrite structure in time with differ-
ent density of inoculants distribution in the weld pool 
metal are given in Figures 6–9, respectively.
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Thus, a branched solidification structure with wide 
branches of dendrites (up to 100 mm) can be observed 
in absence (Figure 6) of the refractory inoculants in 
the weld pool.

The weld pool feeding with the refractory inoc-
ulants, affecting the surface tension between solid 
phase and melt, promoted for a change of dendrite 
structure from branched one to completely columnar 
morphology (Figures 7–9). Such a significant change 
of nature of the weld metal primary structure is only 
caused by the processes taking place on a contact sur-
face of refractory inoculant with growing dendrite.

In this case TiO2 is well wetted by iron melt that 
promoted for increase of local solidification rate in a 
contact zone of growing dendrite with inoculant. This 
occurs due to rise of overcooling value in the contact 
zone (Gibbs–Thompson, DTG effect). Increase of rate 
of dendrite growth due to Gibbs–Thomson effect re-
sults in rise of concentration overcooling (DTC) due 
to pushing out a large amount of additive before the 

Figure 4. Rules at computational domain boundaries [10]

Figure 5. Results of computations of solidification start: a — 
without effect of alloying elements; b — with alloying elements 
effect

Figure 3. Determination of solidification vector and computation 
of surface curvature [16]

Figure 2. Matrix of weight coefficients for determination of sur-
face curvature [10]

Figure 1. Value of fraction of solid phase G for liquid and solid 
phases and solidification front
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Figure 6. Evolution of dendrite structure in time considering re-
fractory inoculants (j = 0)

Figure 7. Evolution of dendrite structure in time considering re-
fractory inoculants (j = 0.1)

Figure 8. Evolution of dendrite structure in time considering re-
fractory inoculants (j = 0.2)

Figure 9. Evolution of dendrite structure in time considering re-
fractory inoculants (j = 0.3)
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solidification front. Also, change of growth rate at the 
end of dendrite promotes for further deviation of the 
process from equilibrium and rise of overcooling due 
to deviation from liquidus equilibrium line (DTN).

Hypothetical description of nature of development 
of the physical processes, imbedded in the proposed 
solidification model, allows simulating quality chang-
es of the weld metal dendrite structure depending 
on number and properties of introduced inoculants. 
If refractory inoculants are absent, the solidification 
front in the weld pool moves for 581 mm during 0.331 
ms (Figure 6), and at their uniform distribution with 
j = 0.3 probability this makes 802 mm (Figure 9) all 
other things being equal (including initial solidifica-
tion rate). It is necessary to note significant change 
of morphology of the dendrite structure from much 
branched, formed because of competitive growth of 
separate crystals, to completely columnar dendrites. 
Reduction of wetting angle in the local points of con-
tact of growing dendrite with metal melt can provide 
significant qualitative change of the dendrite struc-
ture, that, in turn effect further solid phase transfor-
mations in metal and as a result final microstructure 
and mechanical properties of HSLA steel weld metal.

Figure 10 a, b presents a comparison of dimen-
sions of the dendrite primary structure, received in 

computational and experimental way [2, 17] for the 
specimens of the first and second series, respective-
ly. An average error of data, obtained by means of 
computational experiment, makes around 25 % and 
increases with rise of wetting angle of the refractory 
inoculant by weld pool metal. Such a difference in re-
ceived results can be related with selection of param-
eters of distribution of the refractory inoculants in the 
weld pool metal j equal 0.3. It apparently does not 
correspond to the conditions of carried experiment 
researches. This factor should be taken into account 
in further investigations and it is necessary to study 
in more details the effect of distribution parameter 
on development of the weld metal primary structure. 
Also, the error was introduced by inaccurate compo-
sition and model limitations.

Conclusions

The model, based on finite element method coupled 
with cellular automation method, well suits simula-
tion of solidification process of weld pool metal tak-
ing into account the effect of the refractory inoculants. 
It is related with the fact that the main model of crys-
talline structure development can be easily completed 
by additional rules and laws of interaction of moving 

Figure 10. Comparison of experimental results of measurement and computational data of parameters of metal primary structure of 
specimens in the first (a) and second (b) series of experiments: 1 — l1exp; 2 — l1comp

Values of physical parameters taken in computation

Physical parameters Designations Unit of measurement Value 
Temperature of main component freezing TA K 1809

Kinetic coefficient of growth β m/(s∙K) 0.4

Tangent of inclination angle of liquidus equilibrium line me K/wt.% –80

Distribution equilibrium coefficient ke – 0.1

Coefficient of additive diffusion D m2/s 6∙10–8

Solidification latent heat QL J/m3 109

Diffusion rate in volume VD m/s 17

Diffusion rate at phase interface VDl m/s 17

Amplitude of stochastic noise δ – 0.07
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solidification front with inclusions introduced in the 
weld metal volume. Also, an advantage of such ap-
proach is the possibility of tracing of any parameters 
of cellular automation discrete cells (concentration 
of additive, overcooling value, coefficient of surface 
curvature etc.) in time.

Computational experiments, carried with the help 
of developed software, showed the possibility of reg-
ulation of parameters and morphology of metal pri-
mary structure by means of melt feeding with the re-
fractory disperse inoculants. Developed mathematical 
model and software, written on its basis, are good for 
prediction of dimensional parameters and morphol-
ogy of weld metal primary structure considering re-
fractory inoculants introduced in the weld pool.
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The structural steels of strength class S350 and higher are widely used in manufacture of metal structures of different 
purpose. Their application allows significant reducing the total metal consumption of structures as compared to the 
products of steels of grades St.3 and 09G2S. In the present work the influence of welding thermal cycles on the prop-
erties and structure of HAZ metal, resistance of joints to cold crack formation is considered. The selection of welding 
consumables for steels of strength class S490 was justified and the change of mechanical properties of welded joints 
was analyzed. It was revealed that with increase in the rate of cooling the HAZ metal of model specimens-simulators, 
the strength characteristics increase, and the ductile ones decrease. Thus, the values of impact toughness are sharply 
reduced at the cooling rate of 3 °C/s. It is possible to increase greatly the resistance to cold crack formation in tech-
nological samples of steel S460M at the increased content of diffusion hydrogen in the deposited metal by decreasing 
the value of residual stresses in welded joints to the level not exceeding 0.5sy of steel (≤235 MPa). 13 Ref., 1 Table, 
9 Figures.

K e y w o r d s :  high-strength steel, welding thermal cycle, cooling rate, mechanical properties, cold cracks, diffusion 
hydrogen, brittle fracture

The development of modern industry, building indus-
try and power engineering specifies new requirements 
to metal structures in reducing the metal consump-
tion and increasing their reliability [1–4]. Such effect 
can be achieved by applying new high-strength steels 
with the yield strength of higher than 390 MPa. The 
structural steels of strength class S350 and higher are 
applied in bridge construction, construction of tall 
buildings, wind power engineering for construction 
of supports of windmills, as well as in manufacture 
of metal structures of railway freight transport [1, 5]. 
The application of high-strength rolled metal allows 
reducing the total metal consumption of structures to 
80 % as compared to the products of steels of grades 
St.3 and 09G2S [6].

To develop steels of improved strength in the mod-
ern production, two approaches are mainly used. The 
first one consists in application of alloying elements 
increasing the strength characteristics. But this meth-
od leads to a significant increase in the cost of manu-
factured rolled metal. The alternative of alloying is the 
thermal deformational hardening of metal or control-
lable rolling with the subsequent heat treatment. Such 
steels include high-strength low-alloyed steel S460M 
(strength class S490), microalloyed with niobium and 
vanadium. According to the data of the standard EN 
10025-4 the steel has the following mechanical prop-
erties: s y > 460 MPa, st = 540–720 MPa, d5 > 18 %, 
KCV–40 > 27 J/cm2. Such characteristics are provided 

by a finely dispersed structure obtained after control-
lable rolling.

In the manufacture of structures of low-alloyed 
steels of such strength class the problem of study of 
their weldability becomes urgent [7]. It is known that 
in the process of welding the metal of heat affected 
zone (HAZ) undergoes structural transformations 
which lead to changes in mechanical properties [8]. In 
this connection in the present paper the influence of 
welding thermal cycles (WTC) on the properties and 
structure of HAZ metal, resistance to cold crack for-
mation are considered. The welding consumables for 
steel S460M of strength class S490 were proposed, 
the mechanical properties of welded joints and their 
resistance to brittle fracture were investigated.

The procedure of investigations. For experiments 
the structural steel S460M of 16 mm thickness of the 
following composition was selected, wt.%: 0.15 C; 
0.23 Si, 1.3 Mn; 0.09 Cr; 0.019 Ni; 0.01 V; 0.05 Nb; 
0.025 Al; 0.007 N2; 0.013 S; 0.017 P. The mechani-
cal properties of the investigated steel S460M are the 
following: s y = 480 MPa; st = 600 MPa; d5 = 27 %; 
y = 58 %.

As the criteria of WTC the metal cooling rate in 
the temperature range of 600–500 °C (w6/5) was ac-
cepted. According to the results of investigations 
the cooling rates were determined at which the de-
crease in the values of strength, ductility, and impact 
toughness of HAZ metal occurs as compared to the 
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requirements specified to welded joints. The investi-
gations were carried out using the model specimens 
of the size 120×12×12 mm, which were heat treated 
in accordance with the thermal cycles of welding in 
the installation MSR-75 [9]. The heat treatment pro-
cess consisted in the following. At first, the specimens 
were heated using current, passing through them, to 
the temperatures of 1200–1300 °C, which are char-
acteristic for the area of overheating the HAZ weld-
ed joints. The heating rate of specimens was 150–
170 °C/s, which corresponds to heating conditions in 
the metal of heat affected zone in arc welding process-
es. At this temperature, the specimens were held for 
about two seconds and then they were subjected to a 
forced cooling. For testing on static tension the steel 
specimens were mechanically manufactured (type II) 
according to GOST 6996–96 (3 specimens for each 
cooling rate). The tests were carried out in accordance 
with GOST 6996–66 at room temperature. For tests 
on impact toughness the specimens of the type XI 
were manufactured, which were tested at the tempera-
tures of 20, –20 and –40 °C.

The investigation of susceptibility of steel S460M 
to delayed fracture was performed using the method 
Implant in the specialized installation, designed at 
the E.O. Paton Electric Welding Institute of the NAS 
of Ukraine [10]. The cooling rate of HAZ metal was 
changed due to different initial temperature of plates, 
which, depending on technological variant of weld-
ing, ranged from 20 to 90 °C. For this purpose, pre-
heating was used. Such approach allowed changing 
the cooling rate of welded joints w6/5 in the range of 
21–14 °C/s. The content of diffusion hydrogen in the 
deposited metal (evaluated by the method of pen-
cil samples using the mixture of glycerine and dis-
tilled water in the ratio of 1:4 as a sealing liquid) was 
changed using electrodes with different humidity of 
coatings. For this purpose they were wetted and cal-
cinated at different temperatures. The static loading 
of specimens at the speed of 10 MPa/s was started 
after their cooling to the temperature of 150–100 °C, 
and as the value of resistance of welded joints to cold 
crack formation the critical stresses scr were accept-
ed, at which the specimen was not fractured within 
24 hours.

As far as one of the main factors influencing the 
resistance of welded joints to cold crack formation, is 
the level of residual stresses, the investigations were 
carried out using butt technological samples with a 
regulated hardness. This allowed regulating only 
stress state of technological samples and evaluating 
its influence on stability of joints against cold cracks 
formation without changing the hydrogen and struc-

tural factors influencing the formation of cold cracks 
in welded joints.

To carry out investigations in the work the tech-
nological sample was selected representing a massive 
plate of the size of 400×400 mm and the thickness 
of 40–60 mm, on which two plates are installed and 
welded-on around the whole perimeter with a leg of 
12 mm, of which a reference welded joint is formed. 
In the V-shaped butt joint of steel S460M the pres-
ence of 1.5–2.0 mm gap and blunting of 3.0–4.0 mm 
are provided to ensure a technological lack of pen-
etration, which is a stress concentrator and initiates 
the crack formation. The level of hardness was deter-
mined by the width of plates, of which the reference 
butt joint is composed. According to the methods of 
investigations the welding of butt joints of the plates 
of 50, 100 and 150 mm width, and of 16 mm thick 
was performed. The total width of the joints in this 
case was 100, 200 and 300 mm.

The investigations of the past years [11] which 
were performed on multilayer joints, indicate that in 
the process of formation of welded joints, the signif-
icant transverse shortening of weld and HAZ metal 
along the whole length of specimen occurs. The most 
intensive shortening was observed in a central part 
of the weld after producing the root beads. Accord-
ing to these data, the highest value of displacements 
was observed in the hard specimens of 300 mm width 
(DL ≈ 0.45 mm). In the narrower samples of 200 and 
100 mm width the running of plastic deformation 
processes is complicated, and therefore the maxi-
mum values of cross shortening in them are lower: 
DL ≈ 0.4 mm and 0.33 mm, respectively. It contrib-
utes to formation of a higher level of residual welding 
stresses in the specimens with the maximum rigidity 
of fixing (fixing base B = 100 mm). With increase in 
fixing base B from 100 to 300 mm, the level of resid-
ual stresses in the weld metal of joints decreases from 
0.8–0.9 to 0.4–0.5 of yield strength of weld metal. 
The manual arc welding of joints of steel S460M was 
performed using electrodes UONI-13/55 and FOX 
EV-50 of 4.0 mm diameter at the mode: Iw = 160–
170 A; Ua = 24–25 V; vw = 8.5–9.0 m/h. For the mech-
anized welding of joints of this steel the solid wires 
St-08G2S and G3Sil and the flux-cored wire of grade 
Megafil 821R of 1.2 mm diameter were applied. The 
welding was performed in the mixture of gases 82 % 
Ar + 18 % CO2 at the modes: Iw = 170–190 A; Ua = 
= 26–28 V; vw = 11.5–12 m/h using the solid wire and 
at Iw= 220–240 A; Ua = 28–30 V; vw = 14–15 m/h us-
ing flux-cored wire.

To determine the values of the critical stress inten-
sity factor K1C and the crack opening displacement dc 
the specimens of rectangular cross-section of the size 
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10×20×90 mm with a notch of 7 mm length and fa-
tigue crack of 3 mm length were applied. These spec-
imens were tested at three-point bending in the tem-
perature range from 20 to –40 °C. Using the criteria of 
fracture mechanics [12] the evaluation of resistance to 
brittle fracture of welded joints of steel S460M was 
carried out depending on the applied welding con-
sumables and methods. The tip of fatigue crack in one 
specimens was located in the weld metal, and in the 
other one — in the HAZ metal. For comparison, the 
specimens were manufactured of steel S460M base 
metal.

Obtained results and discussion. Effect of weld-
ing thermal cycle on structure and properties. In 
the present work the structure and mechanical prop-
erties of thermomechanically hardened steel S460M 
(strength class S440), manufactured according to 
DSTU EN 10025-4:2007 at the Mariupol Metallurgi-
cal Plant were studied. Due to thermomechanical roll-
ing in the temperature range of 900–700 °C with the 
controllable cooling the ferrite-pearlite banded struc-
ture with the hardness HV-195 (Figure 1) is formed in 
steel S460M.

The mark of grain corresponds to No. 10 accord-
ing to GOST 5639–82, and banding mark — to the 
number 5 on the scale 3 of GOST 5640–68. The con-
tamination with non-metallic inclusions, such as sil-
icates, aluminum silicates, sulfides and oxysulfides, 
corresponds to the mark No.1 in accordance with 
GOST 1778–70.

The values of impact toughness of steel S460M 
greatly exceed the standard values of KCV–40 ≥ 
≥ 34 J/cm2, even at the test temperature of –60 °C 
(KCV–60 = 76 J/cm2).

In their turn, the dependencies characterizing the 
changes of values of strength and ductility in the sim-
ulated HAZ metal of steel S460M under the influence 
of WTC, are shown in Figure 2, a, b. The results of 
investigations evidence, that with the change in cool-
ing rate in the temperature range of 600–500 °C (w6/5) 
from 3 to 25 °C/s the values of strength of HAZ metal 
increase as compared to the initial state, namely sy 
from 490 to 810 MPa and st from 600 to 1000 MPa. 
At the same time, the ductile properties of the simu-
lated HAZ metal are deteriorated as compared to the 
initial state. Especially this refers the values of elon-
gation, which are reduced by 2.5–3.0 times, at the 
same time the values of relative reduction in area are 
decreased by 15–20 %.

In the tests of specimens with a sharp V-notch 
on impact bending it was revealed that the impact 
toughness of HAZ metal of steel S460M decreases 
in relation to the base metal (Figure 2, c). The most 
significant decrease in KCV values by 4–9 times is 

observed in specimens, which cooled down at the rate 
w6/5 = 3 °C/s (from 111 to 33 J/cm2 at the test tempera-
ture of 20 °C, from 109 to 15 J/cm2 at the temperature 
of –20 °C and from 95 to 10 J/cm2 at the temperature 
of –40 °C). With increase in cooling rate to 10 °C/s, 
they are increased to the values of KCV–40 = 27 J/
cm2, and then slightly decrease and at w6/5 = 25 °C/s 
they are: KCV20 = 50 J/cm2 , KCV–20 = 30 J/cm2 and 
KCV–40 = 20 J/cm2 (for comparison of the values of 
impact toughness of steel S460M tests at the test tem-
peratures ranging from 20 to –40 °C are in the range 
of 95–110 J/cm2).

Figure 1. Microstructure (×500) of steel S460M

Figure 2. Influence of cooling rate on strength (a), ductility (b) 
and impact toughness at the test temperature: 1 — 20; 2 — –20; 
3 — –40 oC (c) of simulated HAZ metal of steel S460M
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Such changes in mechanical properties of HAZ 
metal of steel S460M are caused by different structur-
al transformations in the range of investigated cool-
ing rates. This is evidenced by the results of metallo-
graphic examinations.

It was found by the metallographic examinations 
that in the overheating area in the HAZ metal of steel 
S460M at the cooling rate w6/5 = 3 °C/s the structure 
was formed consisting of different morphological 
forms of ferrite and a small amount of pearlite (Fig-
ure 3, a). The hardness of such metal amounts to HV1-
2400 MPa and the banding of structure, which was 
observed in it before the treatment by a thermal cycle, 
disappears completely.

At the increase in w6/5 to 10 °C/s the equiaxial fer-
rite-pearlite fine-dispersed structure with the areas of 
bainite component is formed. The grain size in accor-
dance with GOST 5639–82 corresponds to the mark 
9 on the scale 1, and the hardness almost does not 
change, although the values of strength grow approx-
imately by 100 MPa.

At the further increase in cooling rate to w6/5 = 
= 25 °C/s in the simulated HAZ metal the structure 
is formed, consisting of mixture of upper and lower 
bainite and a small amount of martensite and ferrite. 
Due to that the hardness of metal is increased to HV1-
2800–2960 MPa, which in its turn leads to growth of 
values of its static strength and decrease in ductile 
properties.

Resistance of welded joints to cold crack for-
mation. It is known that the following factors have a 
decisive influence on cold crack formation: harden-
ing structures in the HAZ and weld metal, hydrogen 
in these areas of welded joint and the stresses of the 
I type caused by the welding process and rigidity of 
joints fixing.

 During welding in the HAZ metal of low-carbon 
heat strengthened steels the structures are formed, the 
ductility of which sharply decreases with increase in 
hydrogen content. The hydrogen is released in the im-
perfections of metal structure (pores, cracks along the 
grain boundaries, etc.) and causes arising of high local 
stresses. At the mutual effect of stresses caused by the 
welding process, structural transformations and hy-
drogen in the HAZ metal, the cold cracks can occur.

The simplest solution to the problem of reducing 
of diffusion hydrogen concentration in the weld met-
al is the use of low-hydrogen welding consumables, 
namely, electrodes with a basic coating for manual 
arc welding and flux-cored wires of a basic type for 
mechanized welding in shielding gases.

Regarding the possibility of removing diffu-
sion hydrogen from welded joints, it is necessary to 
note the effectiveness of applying preheating or per-
forming this procedure after welding. If the purpose 
of preheating is decrease in cooling rate and, at the 
same time, increase in cooling period in the tempera-
ture range of 800–500 °C, then the preheating after 
welding delays the cooling rate of HAZ metal in the 
temperature range of 300–100 °C, which allows re-
moving diffusion hydrogen from welded joints to the 
greater extent.

It was found that at low concentrations of diffu-
sion hydrogen in the deposited metal (Figure 4), and 
namely at [H]diff = 1.6 ml/100 g, even during welding 
without preheating (w6/5 = 21 °C/s) the steel S460M is 
not subjected to a delayed fracture. This is evidenced 
by the fact that within 24 h after loading the speci-
mens, the cracks were not formed in them even in the 
case when the level of stresses was approaching the 
yield strength of HAZ metal of steel.

With increase in the content of diffusion hydro-
gen in the deposited metal from 1.6 to 3.8 ml/100 g, 
the risk of cold crack formation in the HAZ metal of 
welded joints increases. To improve the resistance of 

Figure 3. Microstructure (×500) of HAZ metal of model speci-
mens of steel S460M: a — w6/5 = 3; b — 10; c — 25 °C/s
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welded joints to cold crack formation is possible by 
using preheating. Thus, at [H]diff = 3.8 ml/100 g, the 
preheating Tph to the temperature of 60 °C allows in-
creasing the level of critical stresses to 350 MPa, and 
at Tph = 90 °C — to σcr = 390 MPa.

At the limited content of diffusion hydrogen in 
the deposited metal the steel S460M does not reveal 
susceptibility to a delayed fracture. Accordingly, the 
welded joints of these steels under the given condi-
tions should have a good resistance to cold crack for-
mation. As the results of testing technological sam-
ples (Table) show, during welding without preheating 
in the joints of steel S460M regardless of rigidity of 
their fixture, it is possible to eliminate the probability 
of cold crack formation, under the conditions when 
the content of diffusion hydrogen in the deposited 
metal does not exceed 1.6–1.7 ml/100 g at Qw = 
= 11–13 kJ/cm and 3.0 ml/100 g at Qw = 15–16 kJ/cm 
and higher. This is well correlated with the results 
of tests by the Implant method.

The cracks in the technological samples of steel 
S460M of width B = 100 mm were observed in the 
cases when welding was performed without pre-
heating (w6/5 = 21 °C/s) and the content of diffusion 
hydrogen in the deposited metal was 5.3 ml/100 g. 
In the technological samples with the fixing base of 
100 mm the crack which passed in the welded joint 
along the entire length and escaped to the surface of a 
root weld, began its formation already within 2 hours 
after the welding completion. This was evidenced by 
the signals of acoustic emission which were fixed us-
ing IKD-128 device [13]. Within 4 hours the crack 
was visually seen on the weld surface.

It is possible to improve significantly the resistance 
to cold crack formation in the technological samples 
of steel S460M at the increased content of diffusion 

hydrogen in the deposited metal by decreasing the 
value of residual stresses in welded joints to the level 
not exceeding 0.5sy of steel (≤ 235 MPa). Namely, 
such a level of stresses is formed in the weld metal 
of joints of steel S460M produced using electrodes 
UONI 13/55 at the fixing base of 200 mm (see Table).

Structure and mechanical properties of steel 
S460М welded joints. The analysis of test results 
shows that according to the values of static strength 
and ductility those welds correspond to the require-
ments of steel S460M (σy ≥ 460 MPa, σt ≥ 540–
720 MPa, δ5 ≥ 17 %) according to EN 10025-4:2007, 
which were produced using electrodes FOX EV 50, 
solid wire G3Sil and flux-cored wire of grade Megafil 
821R.

Somewhat lower by 5–13 % than the standard in-
dicators is the value of yield stresses of weld metal of 
steel S460M welded joints produced using electrodes 
UONI-13/55 and the wire Sv-08G2S, which are, re-
spectively, 440 and 400 MPa. At the same time, the 
values of tensile strength (σt ≈ ~556 MPa) and elon-
gation (δ5 = 31 %) exceed their minimum standard 
values for steel.

Figure 4. Influence of diffusion hydrogen on resistance to a de-
layed fracture of HAZ metal of steel S460M: 1 — without pre-
heating; 2 — Tph = 60; 3 — 90 oC

Results of investigation of technological samples «hard welding» of steel S460M

Width B, 
mm

Welding consumables
Welding modes

Тh, 
оС

[H]diff, 
ml/100 g

Presence of cracks, %

Іw, А Ua, V vw, m/h Qw, kJ/cm Root Middle Surface

100 Electrodes UONI-13/55 of 4 
mm diameter 150–170 24–26 8–10 12.5–11.0 20 5.3 100 100 100

200 Electrodes UONI-13/55 of 4 
mm diameter 150–170 24–26 8–10 12.5–11.0 20 5.3 0 0 0

100 Electrodes UONI-13/55 of 4 
mm diameter 150–170 24–26 8–10 12.5–11.0 60 5.3 0 0 0

100 Wire Sv-08G2S of 1.2 mm 
diameter in CO2

180–200 28–30 13–14 13.0–11.0 20 1.0 0 0 0

100 Wire Sv-08G2S of 1.2 mm 
diameter in CO2

220–240 30–32 6–7 33.0–28.4 20 1.0 0 0 0

100 Wire Megafil 821R of 1.2 mm 
diameter in CO2

240–260 28–30 17–18 15.8–14.8 20 3.0 0 0 0
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The high values of yield strength and tensile 
strength relative to the welds, produced using elec-
trodes UONI-13/55 and the wire Sv-08G2S belong 
to the metal deposited using electrodes FOX EV-50, 
and also in gas mixture using solid wire G3Sil and 
flux-cored wire of grade Megafil 821R, respectively. 
However, although the values of elongation in mech-
anized welding are lower than the similar values for 
the metal, deposited using covered electrodes, they 
exceed the standard values specified to the base metal.

There is the fact which attracts attention that the val-
ues of strength and ductility of weld metal produced us-
ing electrodes UONI-13/55 and solid wire Sv-08G2S, 
are sufficiently close. This is evidenced by the results 
of metallographic investigations. They showed that the 
structure of such welds (Figure 5, a, b) is finely dis-
persed and consists mainly of polygonal ferrite with 
negligible pearlite inclusions on the boundaries of fer-
rite grains with the hardness HV-191–200. But in weld-
ing using flux-cored wire Megafil 821R the structure 
of weld metal is composed primarily of structurally 
free ferrite with a low content of coarse acicular ferrite 
(Figure 5). The hardness in the given case amounts to 
HV-210, which results in increasing values of strength 
and decrease in plastic properties.

The structure of metal in the area of overheating 
the HAZ of welded joints of steel S460M is identified 
as a coarse ferrite-pearlite with approximately equal 
ratio of ferrite and pearlite components and the hard-
ness HV-205–221 (Figure 6, a–c).

According to the results of tests of specimens with 
a sharp notch, it was revealed, that all the mentioned 
steel-welding consumable combinations are capable 
to provide impact toughness of both the weld and 
HAZ metal of welded joints of steel S460M at the 
level of Euronorm requirements, namely KCV–40 ≥ 
≥ 27 J/cm2 (Figure 7).

Resistance of steel S460M welded joints to brit-
tle fracture. The brittle fracture occurs in welded 
joints in the zones of small volume of metal where 
plastic deformations are localized. The zones of frac-
ture can be the metal, near which there are such de-
fects as cracks, lacks of fusion, pores, slag inclusions, 
undercuts. These defects (especially tiny ones) can 
not always be detected by the methods of non-de-
structive testing such as ultrasonic and magnetic flaw 
detection, radiography, etc. During static and cyclic 
loading of welded structures these defects can initi-
ate propagation of cracks in the metal, which during 

Figure 5. Microstructure (×400) of metal of steel S460M welded 
joints produced using UONI-13/55 (a), solid wire Sv-08G2S (b) 
and flux-cored wire Megafil 821R (c)

Figure 6. Microstructure (×400) of HAZ metal in the area of 
overheating of steel S460M welded joints produced using UONI-
13/55 (a), solid wire Sv-08G2S (b) and flux-cored wire Megafil 
821R (c)
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operation (especially under the conditions of sub-zero 
temperatures) cause their fracture.

According to the methods of fracture mechanics 
the critical stress intensity factor K1C is used for eval-
uation of sensitivity of metal to stress concentration 
under the conditions of plane deformation at static 
loading (more often bending). At the increase in val-
ues K1C the sensitivity of metal to stress concentration 
is reduced. The second criterion of fracture mechanics 
is the crack opening displacement dc, which is a de-
formation criterion and is used for evaluation of resis-
tance of metal to the start of crack movement. With its 
help the evaluation of metal resistance to brittle frac-
ture is carried out under the conditions of large plastic 
deformation, when the crack in its tip reaches critical 
values dc and begins a rapid propagation, using the 
energy released at its further growth [11].

It was revealed by the carried out investigations 
that for the weld metal, produced using electrodes 
UONI-13/55 at the test temperature of –40, –20 and 
20 °C, the average values K1C are respectively equal 
to 42.1; 52.2 and 77.2 MPa√m, and for the metal of 
weld, produced using flux-cored wire of grade Mega-
fil 821R under the similar test temperatures, the aver-
age values K1C are respectively equal to 49.1; 58.5 and 
78.6 MPa√m, i.e. they are increased by 14.3; 10.8 and 
1.8 % (Figure 8).

For HAZ metal of welded joints, produced using 
electrodes UONI 13/55, at the test temperature of 
–40, –20 and 20 °C the average values K1C are, re-
spectively. equal to 41.4, 52.3 and 73.2 MPa√m, and 
for HAZ metal of welded joints, produced using flux-

cored wire of grade Megafil 821R, they amount to 
47.6; 52.9 and 76.4 MPa√m, which is also increased 
on average by 13.1; 1.2 and 4.2 % (Figure 9). At the 
same time, for the base metal the average values of 
the stress intensity factor K1C amount to 49.7; 59.2 and 
82.5 MPa√m at the test temperature of –40, –20 and 
20 °C and they are by 11–15 % higher than the values 
of this factor for the metal of welded joints.

The average values dc for weld metal in manual 
welding using electrodes UONI-13/55 (test tempera-
tures –40, –20 and 20 °C) are, respectively, equal to 

Figure 7. Impact toughness of weld metal (a) and HAZ metal (b) 
of steel S460M welded joints produced using electrodes UONI-
13/55 (1) and FOX EV-50 (2); solid wire Sv-08G2S (3), G3Sil (4) 
and flux-cored wire Megafil 821R (5)

Figure 8. Dependence of values of critical stress intensity fac-
tor K1C (a) and crack opening displacement  dc (b) on the test 
temperature for weld metal of steel S460M welded joints made 
using flux-cored wire Megafil 821R (1) and electrodes UONI-
13/55 (2)

Figure 9. Dependence of values of critical stress intensity factor 
K1C (a) and crack opening displacement dc (b) on the test tem-
perature for HAZ metal of steel S460M welded joints made using 
flux-cored wire Megafil 821R (1) and electrodes UONI-13/55 (2)
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0.056; 0.066 and 0.103 mm, and for the weld metal, 
produced using flux-cored wire of grade Megafil 821R 
at the similar temperature conditions of the tests, they 
amount, respectively, to 0.065; 0.078 and 0.104 mm. 
The same tendency is typical also for HAZ metal of 
welded joints. In welding using electrodes UONI-
13/55, the value dc for test temperatures –40, –20 and 
20 °C is, respectively, 0.055; 0.069 and 0.097 mm, 
and for HAZ metal, produced using flux-cored wire 
of grade Megafil 821R, they are, respectively, equal to 
0.063; 0.069 and 0.103 mm (Figure 9). The value dc 
for the base metal, the same as the values K1C, is high-
er than in the metal of welded joints and, respectively, 
equal to 0.066, 0.078 and 0.12 mm. It should be noted 
that the ratio of values dc for the weld and HAZ metal 
of welded joints of steel S460M for different welding 
consumables are similar to the ratios of values K1C.

The common factor is that in mechanized welding 
using flux-cored wire Megafil 821R in the gas mixture 
82 % Ar + 18 % CO2 the metal of welded joints of 
steel S460M has a higher resistance to brittle fracture, 
than in manual arc welding using electrodes UONI-
13/55. These data are well correlated with the results 
of investigations of resistance to brittle fracture of 
welded joints similar in chemical composition to the 
steel S355J2.

Conclusions

1. It was found that in the range of cooling rates 
7 ≤ w6/5 ≤ 15 °C/s of HAZ metal of model specimens 
of steel S460M the values of static strength, ductility 
and impact toughness are preserved at the level of val-
ues of base metal.

2. It was found that at low concentrations of diffu-
sion hydrogen in the deposited metal, namely at [H]diff = 
= 1.6 ml/100g, even in welding without preheating the 
steel S460M is not prone to a delayed fracture.

3. It is possible to significantly improve the re-
sistance to cold crack formation in the technological 
samples of steel S460M at the increased content of 
diffusion hydrogen in the deposited metal by reducing 
the value of residual stresses in welded joints to the 

level, not exceeding 0.5sy of steel (≤ 235 MPa) or by 
applying the preheating to 60 °C.

4. It was shown that in mechanized welding using 
flux-cored wire Megafil 821R in the gas mixture 82 % 
Ar + 18 % CO2 the metal of welded joints of steel 
S460M has a higher resistance to brittle fracture, than 
that in manual arc welding using electrodes UONI-
13/55.
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Development of thermal protection systems is one of the important engineering problems that should be solved at 
development of reusable space vehicles. Metal panels of thermal protection systems should consist of separate tiles 
with individual fastening to load-carrying structure of space vehicle, with surface density of not more than 10 kg/m2, 
capable of withstanding multiple long flights and providing temperature lowering from 1100 ºC on the outer wall to 
200 ºC on the inner wall. The work shows the results on development of the technology of vacuum diffusion welding 
of a three-layer honeycomb panel from experimental powder alloy YuIPM-1200. Technological samples of three-layer 
honeycomb panel were made from this alloy, and their testing was performed in the working temperature range. 7 Ref., 
11 Figures.

K e y w o r d s :  thermal protection systems; metal three-layer panel, powder high-temperature alloy, vacuum diffusion 
welding, thermal cycling tests

Development of thermal protection systems with out-
er metal three-layer panel for reusable space vehicles 
has been conducted in the USA and Europe starting 
from the middle of the XXth century. So far, however, 
there is no information about their development for 
the windward hull of reusable space vehicles, preserv-
ing their performance at service loads for the required 
number of launches [1]. Development of such thermal 
protection will allow creation of a reliable reusable 
space vehicle (RSV) and reducing the cost of taking 
payloads to orbit.

In Ukraine (SC «DB «Yuzhnoje») developed a 
removable multilayer thermal protection structure 
(TPS) with outer metal three-layer panel, consisting 
of separate tiles with individual fastening to vehicle 
load-carrying structure, of not more than 10 kg/m2 

density, capable of withstanding multiple long flights 
and providing temperature lowering from 1100 ºC on 
the outer wall to 200 ºC on the inner wall [2]. Sche-
matic of TPS with metal outer three-layer panel with 
U-shaped butt joint and plate thermal insulation is 
shown in Figure 1. Metal outer three-layer panel with 
plane dimensions of 300×300 mm consists of upper 
skin 0.5 mm thick, honeycomb core and lower skin 
0.1 mm thick.

Special high-temperature powder alloy 
YuIPM-1200 based on Ni-Cr was developed for fab-
rication of outer metal structure. The alloy has the re-
quired level of emissivity and is resistant to oxidizing 
medium at superhigh temperatures that allows elimi-
nating special coatings [3].

© I.A. GUSAROVA, M. PARKO, A.M. POTAPOV, Yu.V. FALCHENKO, L.V. PETRUSHINETS, T.V. MELNICHENKO 
    and V.E. FEDORCHUK, 2016

Figure 1. General view of TPS tile: 1 — panel upper skin; 2 — 
panel lower skin; 3 — honeycomb core; 4 — U-shaped stampings; 
5 — thermal insulation; 6 — Z-shaped metal posts of fastening 
system; 7 — felt substrate; 8 — damping gasket from heat-resis-
tant rubber; 9 — thermostat
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As the developed high-temperature powder alloy 
YuIPM-1200 based on Ni–Cr has practically no ana-
logs, development of the technology of manufactur-
ing three-layer panel with honeycomb core and mak-
ing its engineering mock-up is of interest.

As available equipment allows welding parts of up 
to 200 mm size, the objective of this work was manu-
facturing the engineering mock-up of metal three-lay-
er panel from YuIPM-1200 alloy of 150×150 mm size 
and conducting experimental studies of TPS mock-up 
performance at thermal cycling in the working tem-
perature range.

Technological process of manufacturing three-layer 
panel mock-up includes the following operations [4]:

● skin manufacturing;
● manufacturing blanks for honeycomb core;
● forming profiled strips from the blanks;

● welding the honeycomb core;
● manufacturing three-layer panels.
Manufacturing skins and foil for honeycomb core 

of required thickness was conducted by rolling by 
specially developed technology in SPC «Rubin».

In the initial as-rolled state the surface of foil from 
YuIPM-1200 alloy is covered by a dense oxide film 
(Figure 2, a). The possibility of application of chem-
ical or mechanical cleaning for its removal was con-
sidered. 

The following chemical solutions were used to re-
move the oxide film from foil surface: 500 ml HNO3 + 
50 ml H2SO4 + 10 g NaCl or 750 ml HСl + 250 ml 
HNO3 [5]. Analysis of the state of foil surface after 
chemical etching showed that its complete cleaning 
does not take place (Figure 2, b, c).

Mechanical cleaning of foil using fine grain sand-
paper R1000 allows producing a cleaner surface, 
compared to treatment in chemical solutions (Fig-
ure 2, d). Foil cleaning with sandpaper allows elimi-
nating defects found on its surface, which were due to 
unevenness of the surface of rolls used in its manufac-
ture. Foil surface does not have any contamination or 
discoloration. Further on, removal of oxide film from 
foil surface was conducted by the method of mechan-
ical cleaning. After cleaning, the foil was rinsed in 
water to remove fine dust particles and dried in air 
for 20–30 min at the temperature of 30–40 ºC. Foil 
cutting up to ensure the required accuracy of sample 
length and absence of tears or burrs was conducted in 
keeping with GOST 618–73.

Method of rolling in profiled rollers which allows 
producing corrugated strips with a high precision, be-
came widely applied for manufacturing honeycomb 
structures [6]. In this connection, a special device was 
designed and manufactured to form profiled strip of 
honeycomb core (Figure 3, a).

The device consists of two gears 1 and 2 with teeth 
parameters corresponding to honeycomb cell size. 
Driving wheel 1 is mounted on one axle with handle 3, 

Figure 2. Appearance of the surface of foil from Ni–Cr high-temperature alloy YuIMP-1200; a — appearance of foil in as-delivered 
state; b — chemical etching in the following solution: 500 ml HNO3, 250 ml H2SO4, 10 g NaCl; c — chemical etching in the solution 
of 750 ml HCl, 250 ml HNO3; d — mechanical cleaning with sandpaper with R1000 grain size

Figure 3. Device for strip forming (a) and profiled strip (b) (for 
description of 1–3 see the text)
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setting the device into motion. Appearance of formed 
strip of honeycomb core is given in Figure 3, b.

As shown by investigations, foil from YuIPM-1200 
alloy in as-delivered condition has considerable work 
hardening, due to its rolling. At manufacture of hon-
eycomb core strip cracking occurred in a number of 
cases in the points of foil bending, which was caused 
by a change of material properties through work-hard-
ening.

It is known [7] that application of heat treatment in 
the temperature range of 0.35–0.40 of the alloy melt-
ing temperature allows its ductility to be increased.

It is also established than vacuum annealing for 
20–30 min at the temperature of 780–800 ºC is suf-
ficient to relieve work-hardening of the studied alloy. 
After this heat treatment alloy ductility increases, that 
allows preventing cracks at forming of honeycomb 
core cells.

Spot welding was used to produce honeycomb 
core from profiled strips (Figure 4). Profiled strip sur-
faces were degreased in alcohol before their assem-
bly into blocks. Strips 1 were mounted on graphite 
electrode 2, which was made proceeding from over-
all dimensions of honeycomb cells (Figure 4). After 
compression of metal sections to be welded, current 
was passed through electrode 3. Optimum parame-
ters of the process for this foil thickness are current 

I = 300 mA, voltage U = 5 V at 2 mm diameter of 
copper electrode. Appearance of honeycomb core 
package of 150×150 mm size from YuIPM-1200 alloy 
based on Ni–Cr is shown in Figure 5.

It is experimentally established that the best condi-
tions for welding YuIPM-1200 alloy are provided by 

Figure 4. Schematic of a device for welding honeycomb core 
from Ni–Cr alloy: 1 — profiled strips; 2 — graphite electrode; 
3 — copper electrode; 4 — transformer

Figure 5. Honeycomb core made from foil of YuIPM-1200 alloy

Figure 6. Schematic of fixture for welding three-layer honey-
comb panels (a) and working chamber with the fixture mounted in 
it (b): 1 — upper flange; 2 — skin; 3 — honeycomb; 4 — limiting 
sleeve; 5 — lower flange

Figure 8. Dependence of temperature on TPS outer surface on 
time

Figure 7. Schematic of working chamber with fixture: 1 — work-
ing chamber; 2 — molybdenum heater; 3 — upper rod; 4 — 
three-layer panel mounted in limiting sleeve; 5 — lower rod; 6 — 
wedge; 7 — press
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application of upper electrode from copper and lower 
electrode from graphite that eliminates undesirable 
adhesion of foil surface to the electrodes. Welding 
was followed by grinding of end faces of the honey-
comb core.

Vacuum diffusion welding was used for joining 
the honeycomb core and skins into a three-layer struc-
ture. Welding was conducted in a specially designed 
and manufactured fixture (Figure 6). In terms of de-
sign, the device (fixture) for three-layer panel welding 
consists of the lower and upper flanges and limiting 
sleeve (Figure 6, a). During welding, flanges ensure 
pressing of skins to honeycomb core over the entire 
area of contact, and limiting sleeve allows equaliz-
ing the temperature field in the item being welded. 
Figure 6, b shows the appearance of the fixture for 
welding a three-layer honeycomb panel in the vacu-
um chamber of diffusion welding unit.

Figure 7 shows the schematic of working chamber 
of diffusion welding unit with the fixture installed in 
it. The possibility of placing a thermocouple in the 
fixture was envisaged for welding temperature con-
trol. Pressure was applied to the part being welded 
from the press through wedge 6 and lower rod 5. Pres-
sure magnitude was evaluated by a dynamometer.

Heating of the fixture with three-layer honeycomb 
panel mounted in it, was conducted at the rate of 25–
30 ºC/min, and after reaching the welding tempera-
ture, pressure was applied to it. Soaking at welding 
temperature was conducted for 25–30 min. After that 

the applied pressure level was lowered to zero, and 
cooling to room temperature was performed under 
vacuum.

Thus, engineering samples of three-layer hon-
eycomb panel mock-up of 150×150 mm size were 
produced, which were used for experimental studies. 
Thickness of upper skin of three-layer honeycomb 
panel was 0.5 mm, that of lower skin was 0.1 mm, 
honeycomb core was made from foil 0.03 mm thick.

Temperature modes of heating and cooling of the 
studied samples were selected proceeding from the-
oretical temperature curve on the structure surface 
during RSV descent (Figure 8).

Maximum working temperatures on the surface of 
a three-layer honeycomb panel are equal to 1100 ºC. 
To improve structure reliability, a 10 % margin of 
high-temperature strength is incorporated into their 
design. Therefore, the first stage was optimization 
of test procedure and determination of structure per-
formance at one-time exposure to the temperature of 
1200 ºC.

Testing an engineering sample of three-layer pan-
el was conducted, using «SNOL» laboratory furnace. 
Before the start of testing, the furnace was heated up 
to the temperature of 1210 ºC, which was followed by 
placing the sample into the furnace with lower skin 
0.1 mm thick facing upwards, and upper skin 0.5 mm 
thick resting on the furnace lower wall. Soaking of 
three-layer panel mock-up in the furnace for 20 min, 
at the temperature of 1200 ºC was performed. Then, 
the sample was removed and cooled to the tempera-
ture in the premises. Cooling time was 3 min.

Appearance of the studied sample before and after 
testing is given in Figure 9. Upper skin 0.5 mm thick 
preserved its intactness. Skin 0.1 mm thick deformed 
during cooling in the points of welding to the honey-
combs, and through-thickness cracks formed in it in 
several places. After complete cooling of the mock-up 
to temperature in the premises, 0.1 mm thick skin be-
came brittle, honeycomb faces lost their stability and 
strength in the transverse direction.

Figure 9. Appearance of three-layer panel before (a) and after testing (b)

Figure 10. Sample in thermal insulation cell: 1 — thermal insu-
lation cell; 2 — outer skin of three-layer metal TPS; 3 — tray for 
loading into the furnace
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As thin-layered elements of the structure of 
0.03 mm (honeycombs) and 0.1 mm (lower skin) 
thickness fail under the impact of 1200 ºC for 20 min, 
thermal cycling of the next sample was conducted 
in the standard temperature range of 20–1100 ºC. To 
model standard service conditions the sample was 
placed into a special thermal protection cell from ce-
ramic fibre, which ensured end face insulation from 
the impact of direct heat flows, and also modeled TPS 
inner thermal insulation located under the panel lower 
skin (Figure 10). Number of thermal cycles at testing 
was determined by structure integrity at visual exam-
ination of three-layer outer panel mock-up after each 
thermal cycle.

Before the start of testing the furnace was heat-
ed to the temperature of 1150 ºC. After that the sam-
ple was placed into the furnace and was soaked for 
20 min at the temperature of 1100 ºC. The sample was 
taken out together with thermal insulation cell and 
cooled to the temperature in the premises (15 ºC) in 
11 min, that corresponds to the time of cooling of the 
vehicle outer surface, obtained at theoretical calcula-
tions (Figure 8).

After the first thermal cycle, a protective oxide 
film of dark-grey colour formed on sample surface. 
The honeycombs deformed.

After the fifth thermal cycle, the lower skin of 
three-layer metal thermal protection 0.1 mm thick de-
formed. Residual deformations remained after cool-
ing. After 11th thermal cycle through-thickness defects 
5 mm long along honeycomb faces were found in the 
point of joining with the honeycomb core (Figure 11, 
a). Panel upper skin 0.5 mm thick did not show any 
visible changes of shape or dimensions (Figure 11, b).

Thus, thermal cycling of a mock-up of three-lay-
er outer panel of thermal protection structure from 
YuIPM-1200 alloy in the working temperature range 
showed that the structural elements 0.5 mm thick pre-
serve their serviceability for 11 thermal cycles in the 
set mode. Thinner elements of the structure deform 
and fail after thermal cycling.

To ensure normal functioning of the structure at 
standard heat flows, it is necessary to increase the 
thickness of structural elements (more than 0.1 mm) 
and adjust the parameters of welding the three-layer 
structures.

Work was performed under project LightTPS FP7 
# 607162.
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Figure 11. Appearance of mock-up lower (a) and upper (b) skins before thermal cycling (1) and after 11 thermal cycles (2)
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF WELDING CIRCUIT 
IN ROBOTIC CONSUMABLE ELECTRODE ARC WELDING
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In the article the mathematical model of dynamic processes, running in the welding circuit during robotic gas-shielded 
arc welding using consumable electrode, is investigated The welding circuit is considered as a self-stabilizing system 
with a feedback by the electrode melting rate. Unlike the known mathematical models, in the investigated model the 
dependence of the electrode melting rate on actual values of welding current and arc voltage is taken into account. The 
basic aim of the article is the study of reaction of welding circuit on external disturbances arising in the process of arc 
welding. In the frames of the developed model the criteria for asymptotic stability were established, which in addition 
to the already known criteria impose certain limits on the parameters of arc welding mode itself, which is important 
from the practical point of view. Using the computer modeling a good correlation of this model with the real processes, 
running in welding circuit, was illustrated. 14 Ref., 4 Figures.

K e y w o r d s :  robotic arc welding, consumable electrode, welding circuit, mathematical model, stability of welding 
processes

To develop the effective algorithms for adaptive con-
trol of robotic consumable electrode arc welding, it is 
necessary to dispose, if possible, an accurate and, at the 
same time, rather simple mathematical model of dynam-
ic processes, running in welding circuit. As one of such 
models the following system of equations is used [1, 2]:
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In these equations and in Figure 1 i = i(t) is the 
welding current; L1, R1, ux, us is the inductance, internal 
resistance, open-circuit voltage and the voltage at the 
output terminals of the welding power source (WPC), 
respectively; L2 is the inductance of the circuit formed 
by connecting wires; R2 is the total resistance of elec-
trode stickout, connecting wires, sliding contact in the 
torch nozzle and a part of the workpiece being welded; 
ua = ua(l, i) is the arc voltage; u0 is the sum of near-elec-
trode voltage drops; l = l(t) is the arc length; E = ∂ua/∂l 
is the intensity of electric field in the arc column; Sa = 
= ∂ua/∂i is the tangent of the inclination angle of static 
volt-ampere characteristic of the arc in the vicinity of 
the working point of welding; H = const is the distance 
between the end of the current-carrying nozzle and a 
free surface of welding pool; h0, h = h(t) is the initial 
and actual values of electrode stickout; ve = const, vm = 
= vm(t) are the speeds of feed and melting of electrode, 
respectively; M = ∂vm/∂i is the steepness of current 
characteristic of electrode melting; t is the actual time.

The mathematical model (1) is successfully used 
in solving the problems of geometric adaptation, i.e. 

adaptation of welding automatic machine or robot to 
unexpected deviations of a welding tool from the axi-
al line of joint being welded directly in the process of 
arc welding [2–4]. Meanwhile, it still remains unclear 
how effective the use of this model will be in solving 
other types of problems, in particular, the problem of 
adaptive control of arc welding modes themselves. 
The matter is that the dependence of the electrode 
melting rate vm(t) on the actual value of arc voltage 
ua(t) is not taken into account in the model (1). The 
main argument in favor of such simplification was the 
fact that the distance H between the end of the torch 
and the workpiece being welded during robotic arc 
welding is maintained constant unlike in the manual 
arc welding. It was considered that in this case the 
voltage ua(t) also negligibly changes and, thus, has a 
low influence on melting rate of the electrode. There-
fore, the calculated average value ua was actually 
included into the generalized parameter M = const, 
namely which appeared in the last equation of the sys-
tem (1). We should note that instead of the equality 
vm = Mi sometimes (at high welding currents) the ratio 
vm = Mi + Nhi2 is used, where N = const [3–6]. But 
also in this ratio the actual value of arc voltage ua(t) is 
not taken into account.

The electrode melting rate vm(t), as is known [7, 
8], is proportional to the electrical power supplied to 
the arc gap, i.e. proportional to the product ua(t) by 
i(t). On the other hand, due to the famous effect of arc 
self-regulation, the speed vm(t) in the steady mode is 
equal to the electrode feed speed ve, i.e. vm(t) = ve = 
= const. Therefore, any changes of ua(t) will certainly 
result in the corresponding changes in i(t). Taking this 
into account, let us specify the mathematical model 
(1) introducing the more correct ratio instead of the 
approximate equality vm = Mi
 νm = Kuai. (2)

© G.A. TSYBULKIN, 2016
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In this ratio the constant coefficient K includes elec-
trical, thermophysical and geometric characteristics 
of consumable electrode. It can be easily calculated or 
experimentally determined if these characteristics are 
known. Furthermore, using the coefficient K it is simply 
enough to consider that part of electrical power which is 
directly consumed for melting the electrode.

Excluding the variables ua, h, vm from the new sys-
tem of equations (i.e., from the system (1) taking into 
account the equality (2)), let us reduce it to two differ-
ential equations relative to the variables i and l:
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where
 L = L1 + L2, Rw + R1 + R2 + Sa. (4)

It is easy to see, that the system of equations (3) is 
non-linear. It is important to check the conditions un-
der which the dynamic processes described by these 
equations will bear a stable nature.

Conditions for welding process stability. Let us 
find the relations between the parameters of welding 
circuit and arc welding mode, guaranteeing steady 
(stationary) modes. For this purpose, let us introduce 
the constant values i∞ and l∞ in the equations (3) in-
stead of the variables i and l. As a result, we obtain the 
following equations
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from which we find:
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where
 R+ = Rw + Sa = R1 + R2. (8)

It is easy to check that fulfilling the condition
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the roots of the quadratic equation (7) are real and 
positive. Hence, if the inequality (9) is true and the 
limit 0 < l(t) < lk is provided, where lk is the critical 
value of arc length, at which its break occurs, then 
stationary modes of arc welding do certainly exist.

Let us replace the variables i and l in the differen-
tial equations (3) by the sums i = i∞ + x and l = l∞  + l 
where x and l are the deviations of actual values of 
welding current i and arc length l from the correspond-
ing established values lim ( )

t
i i t
∞ →∞
=  and lim ( )

t
l l t
∞ →∞
= . 

Restricting by the terms containing variables x and 
l in the first degree and taking into account the equa-
tions (5), we shall obtain the system of differential 
equations of the first approximation:
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Excluding the variable l from this system, we shall 
come to the only differential equation with respect to x:
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Thus, the problem concerning the stability of arc 
welding mode is reduced to investigation of stability 
of zero (trivial) solution x = 0.

It is known [9] that for stability of the process, de-
scribed by an ordinary differential equation of second 
order, it is necessary and sufficient that all its coef-
ficients were positive (Stodola criterion). Hence, the 
variable x = i – i∞ in the equation (10) at t → ∞ will 
tend to zero, if the following inequalities are correct:
 Rw > 0, Rw – KELi∞ > 0, ux – 2R+i∞ > 0. (11)

The first inequality in (11) means that the algebraic 
sum Rw = R1+ R2 + Sa should be positive. It is a known 
criterion of Kaufman–Nikitin [10–14]. In fact, the 
resistance R1, included into this sum, is the absolute 
value of the angular coefficient of the volt-ampere 
characteristic of WPC. Hence, R1 = |–∂us/∂i| > 0. The 
angular coefficient Sa = ∂ua/∂i, as is known [7, 8], can 
be both positive and negative. If Sa ≥ 0, then Rw > 0 
also. Whereas if Sa < 0, then to fulfill the condition 
Rw > 0, it is necessary that according to (4) and (8) we 
obtained the inequality
 R+ – |Sa| > 0. (12)

The second and the third conditions in (11) impose 
limits on the inductance L and on the relation between 
the parameters of arc welding mode ux and i∞. Let us 
write these conditions in the following way:
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Thus, in order that the process, described by the equa-
tion of the first approximation (10), was asymptotically 
stable, it is necessary and sufficient that the following 
conditions (9), (12), (13) were fulfilled. If the mentioned 
conditions are fulfilled and the disturbing effects are suf-
ficiently low, then, according to the known Lyapunov 
theorem [9], the process, described by the initial non-lin-
ear equations (3) was also asymptotically stable.

Figure 1. Scheme of welding circuit
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Reaction of welding circuit on external effects. 
The welding circuit including electric arc, consum-
able electrode supplied in the welding process at a 
certain speed ve and the welding power source WPC, 
from the point of view of the theory of automatic con-
trol represents, as is known [2, 7], a closed system 
with the internal negative feedback by the electrode 
melting rate. Thanks to this feedback, the system it-
self (without special devices) performs stabilization 
of the electrode melting rate vm at the level of the pre-
set electrode feed speed ve.

It is used to judge about the stabilizing properties 
of welding circuit, including quickness and accuracy 
of practicing the input actions, by its reaction to these 
influences. Studying the reaction of the mathematical 
model (3) on the similar effects, it is possible to evalu-
ate the degree of its conformity (adequacy) to the real 
processes running in welding circuit, and, in particu-
lar, to compare the models (3) and (1).

For such kind of verification of the model (3) let 
us carry out the simulation experiment on the com-
puter. Let us suppose that it is necessary to perform 
shielded-gas arc welding using consumable electrode 
with the diameter equal to 1 mm. The welding current 
i∞ ≈ 150 A, and the arc length l∞ ≈ 4 mm. The val-
ues of welding circuit parameters are the following: 
L = 4⋅10–4 H, R1 = 0.025 Ohm, R2 = 0.01 Ohm, H = 

= 17 mm, u0 = 16 V, E = 2 V/mm, Sa = 0.005 V/A, K = 
= 0.012 mm/(A⋅V⋅s).

The voltage ux can be calculated using the equation 
(6): ux = El∞ + u0 + Rwi∞ = 2⋅4 + 16 + 0.04⋅150 = 30 V. 
Let us determine the electrode feed speed ve from the 
equation (7): ve = Ki∞(ux – R+i∞) = 0.012⋅150⋅(30 – 
0.035⋅150) ≈ 45 mm/s.

Substituting these values to the expressions (8), 
(12) and (13)
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we are convinced that the conditions for stability of 
the arc welding mode selected by us, are performed 
with a «margin».

As the typical disturbing effects we use the step 
changes (jumps) of open-circuit voltage Dux and the 
electrode feed speed Dve:
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Here t* is the moment of arising relevant effects.
The experiment results are presented in Figures 2 

and 3. In these Figures, the solid lines depict the pro-
cesses described by the specified mathematical mod-
el (3), and the dashed lines depict the processes de-
scribed by the initial model (1).

The diagrams, presented in Figure 2, reflect the re-
action of welding circuit on the voltage jump Dux = 
= 3 V. In this figure it is clearly seen, that at the mo-
ment of jump (at t* = 3 s) the welding current i(t) 
and the electrode melting rate vm are almost instant-
ly increased (the rate of increasing i(t) and vm(t) is as 
higher, the lower is the ratio L/R+). Whereas the arc 
voltage ua(t) is increased considerably slower, and as 
slower, the higher is the electric welding time con-
stant Tw ≈ Rw/[KE (ux – 2R+ i∞]. The estimated value 
Tw ≈ 0.085 s. Then, the current i(t) and rate vm(t) also 
decrease slowly. At the end of transition process (after 
the time t ≈ 3Tw), the variables i(t) and ua(t) accept 
new values, moreover, ua(t) becomes higher and i(t) 
lower as compared to their values Dux before distur-
bance. Whereas the rate of melting vm(t) is preset as 
equal to the electrode feed speed ve.

The diagrams, presented in Figure 3 reflect the re-
action of the same variables ua(t), i(t) and vm(t) on the 
jump of electrode feed speed Dve = 5 mm/s. Here the 
situation is quite different. First of all, the change of 
all the variables occurs slowly (at the rate determined 
by the parameter Tw). At the end of the transition pro-
cesses the new values of all the variables, including 
also vm(t) are established corresponding to the new 
electrode feed speed ve + Dve.Figure 2. Reaction of welding circuit on disturbance Dux = 3 V
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A significant difference in the quickness of reac-
tion of welding circuit to disturbances Dux and Dve is 
easy to understand, if to follow the propagation paths 
of these disturbances from the points of their appli-
cation to the points of measuring variables i(t), ua(t), 
vm(t) (see schematic block diagram in Figure 4). Here 
it is appropriate to note that this difference is often 
overlooked, but meanwhile, its taking into account in 
the development of different methods of pulsed arc 
welding can turn to be decisive.

By comparing the transition processes depicted 
in Figures 2 and 3 in solid and dashed lines, we find 
that the reactions of welding current i(t) one and on 
the same disturbance Dux vary significantly. Namely 
this fact indicates that in the mathematical model (3), 
unlike in the model (1), the dependence of the elec-
trode melting rate vm(t) not only on the actual value of 
welding current i(t), but also on the actual value of arc 
voltage ua(t) is taken into account

In conclusion, we shall note that the results of the 
simulation experiment are well correlated with the ex-
perimental data presented in [7, 14] and demonstrate a 
fairly good compliance of the mathematical model (3) 
with the real dynamic processes, running in the weld-
ing circuit during arc consumable electrode welding.
Conclusions
1. The mathematical model (3), as compared to the 
model (1), reflects the essential aspects of dynamic pro-

cesses more precisely. Consequently, it provides an op-
portunity to extract also the more precise information 
about these processes, which is necessary both at the 
profound study of the considered processes, as well as 
in solving tasks of adaptive control of these processes.

2. The criteria of stability (9), (12) and (13), estab-
lished on the basis of the mathematical model (3), in 
addition to the already known criteria, impose certain 
limits on the parameters of welding arc mode, which 
is particularly valuable in practice.
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Figure 3. Reaction of welding circuit on disturbance Dve = 5 mm/s

Figure 4. Schematic block diagram of welding circuit
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BENCH RESEARCH OF HIGH-FREQUENCY 
ELECTRIC WELDING OF BIOLOGICAL TISSUES*
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The paper gives a description of an all-purpose laboratory complex for investigations of biological tissue behaviour at 
application of high-frequency currents to them under the conditions, corresponding to welding live tissues by different 
algorithms. This complex allows studying the influence of various design features of the instruments and welding 
process parameters on the behaviour and structural changes of biological tissues. This equipment is optimal to conduct 
optimization of new technological procedures, parameters and software, oriented towards specific surgical procedures. 
Given as an example are the results of experiments on welding the walls of pig stomach and small intestine at pulsed 
and continuous feeding of 440 kHz voltage under the conditions corresponding to electric welding of biological tissues. 
10 Ref., 10 Figures.

K e y w o r d s :  high-frequency welding, biological tissues, all-purpose testing bench, welding algorithms, biological 
tissue structures

Further development of technology and equipment for 
high-frequency welding of biological tissues, which 
is becoming ever wider applied in medical practice 
[1–7], is inseparably linked to comprehensive studies 
of the influence of various process parameters on be-
haviour and structural changes of these tissues, which 
form the welded joint at high-frequency (HF) current 
passing through them.

To conduct this research series, the authors devel-
oped a specialized complex (Figure 1), which allows 
studying under laboratory conditions at minimum cost 

the regularities of HF current passage, depending on 
biological tissue type, as well as behaviour of various 
types of tissues at HF current passage through them 
by the most diverse algorithms. This complex allows 
studying the influence of various design features and 
process parameters, such as, for instance, material, 
shape, dimensions and weight of electrodes, specific 
pressure at variable energy parameters of the welding 
process, etc., on behaviour and structural changes of 
biological tissues. This equipment is optimum for re-
fining new technological procedures, parameters and 

           
*The following staff of PWI participated in the work: V.A. Vasilchenko, Yu.Z. Buryak, V.K. Serdyuk, A.M. Aleksandrov, P.G. 
Semenov.
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Figure 1. Functional block-diagram of research complex
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program products, oriented to specific surgical proce-
dures.

Other research can also be performed, such as 
studying the impact of HF current on hydration of 
various types of biological tissues, and nature of tis-
sue heating at HF current passing through them by 
various algorithms.

The basic element of this complex is an all-pur-
pose laboratory bench (ALB), where the object of 
study (biological tissue samples) is placed (Figure 2). 
Bench design allows using electrodes of different 
configurations at adjustable and preset pressure on the 
tissue.

A feature of ALB is availability of replaceable 
electrodes (Figure 3) that provides extreme flexibility 
at performance of experiments on selection of design, 
geometry, materials and coatings during development 
and manufacture of electrosurgical instruments. It is 
known that pressure on the tissue is one of the most 
important process parameters in live tissue welding. 
In this research complex electrode pressure on the tis-
sue, which is adjustable, preset and reproducible from 
experiment to experiment, is provided by a system of 
levers and standard loads within 0–160 N.

Power source is EKVZ-300 apparatus for live tis-
sue welding, adapted to the conditions of laboratory 
experiments. Its design allows issuing signals by the 
most diverse algorithms [8–10]. Current from the 
power source passes through measuring transducer 
module (Figure 4) which provides galvanic decou-
pling of power and measuring circuits. Signals of HF 
voltage and current are first scaled, rectified and then 
pass through apparatus filtering by low-frequency fil-
ter with specified parameters (the diagram shows a 
simplified filter). Filter setting depends on apparatus 
working frequency.

E20-10 module is a module of high-speed an-
alog-digital converter with USB 2.0 interface of 
L-Card Company. It provides dynamic recording of 
current and voltage values during HF impact on live 
tissues. It is possible to set sampling rate and dynam-
ic range of measured analog values, using special 
programs. An optimum value of the number of mea-
surements per second is selected to achieve a com-
promise between the validity of the obtained data and 
data file size. Sampling frequency can be increased at 
recording of short processes. Equipment allows mea-
surements to be performed with the frequency of up 
to 5 MHz. A value of about 1000 measurements per 
second (1 KHz) was used in laboratory studies.

Figure 2. Appearance of all-purpose laboratory bench at opera-
tion with flat and circular electrodes

Figure 3. Electrodes of different design applied in ALB

Figure 4. Elementary diagram of measuring transducer
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Digital output module is installed in one case with 
ADC (E20-10), but functionally, it has a different pur-
pose. This module is used to form service signals of 
coagulator control, signals to source switching relays, 
etc. Digital output module allows, if required, starting 
the process in the manual mode. The device (ADC 
E20-10) is connected to the computer via USB cable 
and uses standard Windows drivers.

Electrical parameters of the process were record-
ed by an analog-digital converter L-Card E20-10, 
personal computer and laboratory oscillograph Tek-
tronix TDS 3014C. Software consists of two inde-
pendent parts: program of recording and program of 
processing the obtained data. Programs are written in 
graphic programming language LabVIEW. It allows 
using dataflow programming, in which the execution 
sequence is determined by data flow. The program 
is based on virtual instruments supplied by L-Сard 
Company, together with the library for ADC E20-10 
and similar modules. Recording program allows max-
imum automation of research process, thus reducing 
the influence of the human factor on the results. The 
program, in particular, fulfills service functions. Re-
cording module uses a special program to form a time 
delay before the experiment start. Controls and indi-
cators are located on virtual instrument front panel 
(Figure 5). There is the capability of assigning a large 
number of parameters. The following pulse parame-
ters are adjusted: pulse duration, pause duration, num-
ber of repeats, there is the capability of additionally 
extending recording time, setting recording mode, 
adjusting parameters of preliminary visualization of 
the process. In some cases, external start is required 
(from a pedal or a button on the instrument). In the 
automatic mode there is the capability of activating 
the countdown to experiment start with sound signal 
and time display. During recoding the data are stored 
in the buffer. This buffer is used at process visualiza-
tion. Here, the parameters of data displaying can be 
assigned (Figure 6). Software module of results pro-
cessing provides the required graphs or tables for the 

required values with their storage in the form of .jpg 
and .xls type files. There is the capability of selection 
of the required scale and performance of program pro-
cessing of the signal.

This complex was used to conduct more than 2500 
studies on tissues of different type, in which optimum 
parameters and algorithms of operation in manual and 
automatic modes were determined, temperature of 
electrodes and tissue in the zone of electric current 
impact and variations of thickness of tissue with dif-
ferent structure at all the process stages were record-
ed. Results of these studies were further on used in 
preparation of recommendations and performance of 
actual surgical operations with application of the tech-
nology of live tissue welding both under laboratory 
and clinical conditions.

Results of experiments on welding the walls of pig 
stomach and small intestine are given below as an il-
lustration. Influence of pulsed and continuous feed of 
voltage under the conditions corresponding to electric 
welding of biological tissues was studied. During 
the experiments, samples of the above tissues were 
placed between flat copper electrodes, compressed 
with specific pressure preset in the range from 2 
up to 6 N/mm2, and specific voltage in the range of 
60–180 V at current frequency of 440 kHz and pulse 
duration of 0.1–0.5 s was applied. After completion of 
experiments, tissue samples were sent to the morpho-
logical studies.

Conducted experiments showed that the impact of 
a single pulse of set duration and voltage value caus-
es minor denaturation of collagen fibers subserously 
located on stomach walls, as well as partial damage 
of gastric mucosa. This is accompanied by develop-
ment of slight swelling and expansion of connective 
septum of stomach wall muscle membrane (staining 
using hematoxylin-eosin was applied in all the cases) 
(Figure 7, a).

Coagulative necrosis of individual smooth muscle 
cells and fibroblasts was found in the muscle mem-
brane, but contours of cells and their nuclei remained 
undamaged (Figure 7, b).

Figure 5. Appearance of the screen of recording and control pro-
gram

Figure 6. Appearance of the screen of data processing program
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Impact of two pulses of voltage, the same as in 
the first experiment, caused not partial, but complete 
destruction of the mucosa. Not just individual, but all 
the collagen and smooth muscular fibers in the point 
of electrode application also changed by the type of 
coagulative necrosis. Deformation of muscular fiber 
bundles across electrode plane and destruction of 
smooth muscular fibers was also noted in some points 
(Figure 8, a).

After application of nine voltage pulses formation 
of tight joints of collagen and smooth muscular fibers, 
having cell nuclei contours, was noted (Figure 8, b).

After application of twenty voltage pulses a tight 
joint of stomach walls was formed as a result of coag-
ulative necrosis of bundles of smooth muscular fibers 
and collagen fibers (Figure 8, c). Contours of cell nu-
clei are revealed in part of bundles smooth muscu-
lar fibers. In the thickness of the tissue contours of 
cell nuclei are found between the remnants of smooth 
muscular fibers. At this stage of electric welding the 
seam does not yet become uniform.

Further increase of the number of pulses up to 35 
showed that in this case already a uniform, strong, thin 
electric welding seam was produced, which was formed 
by collagen and smooth muscular fibers (Figure 8, d).

Investigations showed the possibility of producing 
a uniform electric welding seam under the experi-
mental conditions after application of twenty voltage 
pulses and further constant application of HF voltage 
for a fixed time. Here, the bundles of smooth muscu-

lar fibers in the seam are completely destroyed and 
coalesce with coagulated collagen fibers (Figure 9). 
Morphological signs of peripheral impact of electric 
welding current passage cover not more than 1 mm 
distance from the boundary of electrode application 
under experimental conditions (Figure 10).

Figure 8. Structure of muscle membrane of stomach walls in the zone of application of two (a), nine (b); twenty (c); thirty five (d) HF 
pulses: a, b — ×100; c — ×400; d — ×40

Figure 7. Structure of muscle membrane of stomach walls in the 
zone of application of isolated HF pulse: a — ×100; b — ×400
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Conducted studies confirmed that under the impact 
of a series of HF voltage pulses applied by a certain 
algorithm, a tight joint of biological tissues is formed 
– their electric welding seam. Necrosis areas are ab-
sent inside the seam. Such a seam is a new structure, 
which develops under the impact of electric current 
under optimum conditions that is exactly the purpose 
of electric welding.

Conclusions

1. Proposed all-purpose research complex allows 
quickly performing under laboratory conditions at 
minimum cost, studies of behaviour of biological tis-
sues of various types under the impact of HF current 
on them at all the stages of the welding process.

2. Described research complex allows studying the 
influence of such design and process parameters, as 
electrode design and material, their compression forc-
es, algorithms and modes of voltage application to the 
tissue on structural changes and process of welding of 
biological tissues. This complex allows determination 
of optimum modes and algorithms of welding various 
tissues both in the manual and automatic modes.

3. Results of performed studies can be recom-
mended as basic ones at selection of process param-
eters during performance of surgical operations with 
application of the technology of live tissue welding 
both under laboratory and clinical conditions.
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Figure 9. Uniform electric welding seam of two stomach walls 
after the impact of twenty HF pulses with subsequent application 
of HF voltage (×400)

Figure 10. Indications of peripheral impact of electric welding 
voltage (×100)
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A checking calculation of static strength was carried out for welded structure of a disk of smoke exhauster impeller 
under service loading. The impeller consists of the disk and welded to it cylinder shell with twenty blades uniformly 
located along its perimeter. Stressed state, being realized in the disk during operation, is caused by effect of inertia 
appearing as a result of impeller rotation with a constant angular velocity. The stress components were determined by 
solving a boundary problem of quasi-static elasticity theory. Setting of the boundary conditions required to determine 
stress on a disk outer profile, promoted by centrifugal forces, developed by blades. A corresponding formula was pro-
posed for this taking into account mass-centering characteristics of the blade. It is determined that the maximum radial 
stress of the stamped disks of 48 and 44 mm thickness acts in a hub and makes 28 and 29.5 MPa, respectively. The 
maximum circumferential stresses at that are more than two times lower than the radial ones. The main difference be-
tween welded and stamped disks is a presence of stress concentrators, caused by geometry inhomogeneity of structure 
in zone of welded joints. Stressed state in the zone of stress concentration was described using an engineering method 
based on broken-sections hypothesis. The results of calculations of a stress concentration factor by proposed method 
well agree with the results, received by a finite element method. Taking into account stress concentration in the welded 
disks of 48 and 44 mm thickness the maximum radial stress acts in the place of ring to shell conjugation and makes 
35.8 and 37.5 MPa, respectively. These values exceed stresses in the hub for corresponding stamped disks more than by 
20 %, however it is 5 times lower than the yield strength of disk material. It can be state due to this that static strength 
is provided for both studied welded structures of the disk. 14 Ref., 12 Figures.

K e y w o r d s :  smoke exhauster impeller, welded disk, service loads, checking calculation, stressed state, stress con-
centration, broken-sections hypothesis

Ensuring a continuous operation of heat power 
plants (HPP) is an important strategic direction for 
Ukrainian power engineering under modern econom-
ic conditions. Stable operation can be provided only 
under timely planned preventive repairs (PPR), which 
include replacement of the parts and assemblies of 
power installations. At that it is a significant depen-
dence of domestic enterprises on the foreign compo-
nents for these installations, to which the impellers 
of HPP smoke exhausters are referred. In order to re-
duce import dependence and preserve PPR terms it is 
necessary to develop domestic design being as good 
as imported on strength, technological effectiveness 
and service properties. At that it should be reason-
able from economic point of view. The imported an-
alogue applies an impeller design with stamped disks 
of 1940 mm diameter. Manufacture of the stamps 
of such a diameter is not reasonable from economic 
point of view. Therefore, «Soyuzenergomash» LLC 
developed the variants of disk welded structure, two 
of which (Figure 1) were delivered to the E.O. Pa-
ton Electric Welding Institute for evaluation of their 

working capacity. Grounding one of the variants re-
quires determination of stress-strain state (SSS) of the 
disks taking into account stress concentration caused 
by their geometry in welds zone.

© A.V. MOLTASOV, P.N. TKACH, A.Ya. GOGOLEV, A.A. AVDYUSHKIN and S.I. MOTRUNICH, 2016

Figure 1. The first (a) and second (b) variants of performance of 
welded disk of smoke exhauster impeller: 1 — ring; 2 — shell; 
3 — edge
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At a distance the impeller disk is rigidly fixed by 
means of bolted joint and at distance b it contains a 
welded cylinder shell with twenty blades, uniformly 
located along its perimeter (Figure 2).

During operation the smoke exhauster impeller ro-
tates at a constant angular velocity

 
,30

np
ω =

 
(1)

where n is the impeller rotation frequency, rev/min.
Rotation in a blade root section promotes for ap-

pearance of centrifugal force [1]

 
2 ,c cP mr= ω

 
(2)

where m is the blade mass; rc is the distance from rota-
tion axis to blade mass center, determined by formula
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where d is the thickness of cylinder shell; hc is the 
blade mass center, which for truncated pyramid (Fig-
ure 3) is determined by formula [2]
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If it is assumed that the centrifugal forces, devel-
oped by the blades, are uniformly distributed over the 
impeller surface (Figure 4), then stress on its outer ra-
dius considering (2) can be determined from formula
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(5)

where z is the number of blades; s is the disk thickness.

Regardless the developed geometry, thickness of 
the disk s in radial section is constant along the radius. 
Due to small s/b relationship in the considered case 
a plane stressed state is formed in the impeller and 
stresses can be considered constant on thickness [3].

This problem can be solved as a quasi-static prob-
lem of elasticity theory, if according to d’Alembert’s 
principle the impeller is stopped and corresponding 
volume forces are applied to it [4].

Solution of the problem about rotating disks is well 
known in scientific-and-technical literature [5, 6], 
therefore, without mentioning mathematical compu-
tations, we bring an expression for radial movement 
u as well as radial sr and circumferential sq stresses, 
appearing in the disk.
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rωs = + m + −m − + m  

(7)

where m is the coefficient of lateral deformation; r is 
the density of disk and blade material; C1, C2 are the 
constants of integration, determined from boundary 
conditions on the inner and outer edge.

Since the impeller is rigidly fixed on inner radi-
us and no movements there are possible u = 0 at r = 
= a. Radial stresses pc, developed by blade centrifugal 
forces, act on outer radius, therefore, σr = pc at r = b. 
A system of equations is received by inserting the 
boundary conditions in equation (6) and the first from 
equations (7). Its solution provides us with
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rω  + + m + −m =
+ m + −m

rω  + + m − + m = −
+ m + −m  

Knowing an area of larger and smaller blade roots 
F1 = 16440 mm2 and F2 = 6333 mm2, respectively, 
and its height H = 578 mm, let’s determining using 
formula (4) a distance from the root section to blade 
mass center hc = 245 mm.

Figure 2. Impeller calculation scheme considering blades

Figure 3. Blade model for mass center determination Figure 4. Scheme of loading of smoke exhauster impeller
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Considering that outer diameter of the disk 
b = 970 mm, and thickness of the cylinder shell d = 
30 mm, it is possible to determine the distance from 
rotation axis to blade mass center rc = 1245 mm.

At set number of blades z = 20 and rotation veloc-
ity of the disk n = 500 rev/min, assuming that a calcu-
lated mass of one blade is m = 53 kg and after prelim-
inary calculation by formula (1) ω = 52.3 rad/s, let’s 
determine using formula (5) a value of radial stress, 
acting on disk outer profile:

● for the first variant (at s = 48 mm) pc = 13.6 MPa; 
● for the second variant (at s = 44 mm) 

pc = 14.8 MPa.
The curves of radial and circumferential stresses 

along the radius (Figure 5) are plotted by formula (7) 
knowing disk inner diameter a = 385 mm, and taking 
material density for steel disk r = 7800 kg/m3 and co-
efficient of lateral deformation µ = 0.3.

It follows from stress distribution that the largest 
stress acts in radial direction in the place of impeller to 
hub fixing and makes for the first and second variants 28 
and 29.5 MPa, respectively. At that, the value of maxi-
mum radial stress in both cases is more than two times 
exceeds the value of maximum circumferential stress.

Since residual welding stresses were removed by 
means of respective heat treatment, the most signif-
icant difference of the disk welded structure from 
stamped variant is appearance in the weld zones of 
stress concentration, promoted by transfer from one 
part being joined to another, and value of acting radial 
stress will be determined by formula

 
,nom

r rs
s = a s

 (8)

where nom
rs  is the radial stress without concentration, 

determined by first formula (7); ασ is the stress con-
centration factor (SCF).

For the first variant let’s consider concentration of 
stresses in a zone of joining shell 2 to ring 1 (points A 
and B) and in zone of joining shell 2 to edge 3 (points 
C and D) (see Figure 1, a). For the second variant the 
concentration should be taken into account only for 
a weld joining shell 2 to ring 1 (points E and F) (see 
Figure 1, b), since weld reinforcement, joining shell 2 
to edge 3, is removed. The weld zone (point G) pro-
vides for smooth transfer between structure elements 
being joined (see Figure 1, b), therefore, it can be tak-
en out from consideration, since stress concentration 
factor is rapidly reduced with curvature decrease [7].

An engineering method, based on broken sections 
hypothesis [8, 9], is used for investigation of stressed 
state in the zone of stress concentration. It guarantees 
high accuracy for different types of welded joints at 
various variants of loading [10, 11].

Pass a plane-broken section ABCDGH (Figure 6). 
The end areas of section AB and GH are normal to 
profile, length of these areas a0 characterizes the depth 
of concentrator action

 0 2 ,a tR=
 

(9)

where t is the height of curving.
The middle areas of section BC and DG, which are 

regulated by hypothesis of plane sections, are passed 
perpendicular to applied load.

Pass the second plane-broken-section A1B1C1D1G1H1 
through point A1, located at small distance from point 
A. It is assumed by convention that A1B1C1D1G1H1 
section remains stable in deformation, and the section 
ABCDGH takes a position marked by dashed line. At 
that KF fiber, situated at distance u from the axis and 
located normal to area AB, receives KN elongation.

Relative elongation of KF fiber

 

cos .( 2 )u
KN KL
KF R s u

b
e = =

+ − Db  
Normal stress in this fiber according to Hooke’s law

 

cos .( 2 )u
KL ER s u

b
s =

+ − Db  
(10)

Now let’s consider fiber QS, situated at a distance v 
from the axis and located normal to BC area. As a re-
sult of deformation this fiber will have ST elongation 
and normal stress will appear in it

 
( ) cos

ST KLE EQS R as = =
+ Db b

 
(11)

Equilibrium condition is as follows
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where
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Figure 5. Distribution of radial sr and circumferential sq stresses 
on radial coordinate in disk of the first (a) and second (b) variants
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The next is received after integration by inserting 
σu from (10) and σv from (11) in the equilibrium con-
dition (12)

 
,2

KLE ps
k=

Db  
(13)

where k is the geometry characteristic of section
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Inserting expression (13) in the dependencies (10) 
and (11) the expressions for stresses in areas AB and 
GH are obtained
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b
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(14)

and in areas BC and DG

 02 ( )cosv
ps

k R as =
+ b

 
(15)

respectively.
Analysis of expressions (14) and (15) shows that 

stress is constant on thickness in areas BC and DG and 
varies only from section to section. In areas AB and 
GH stress is changed on hyperbolic law and reaches 
the maximum on a surface in points A and H, i.e. at 
u = s/2

 
cos ,2

A
u

ps
kR

b
s =

 
respectively SCF is determined by formula
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(16)

In calculation of SCF for the second variant of im-
peller design in (12) it is necessary to assume yC = 0, 
then
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(17)

Investigation of functions (16) and (17) on proce-
dure [12] showed that ασ monotonously decrease at 
rise of β in the interval

 [ ]0; ,b∈ a  
where

 
arccos 1 ,t

R
 a = − 
   

(18)

therefore, it can be stated, that for two variants the 
SCF structure has the maximum value at β = 0.

As it was mentioned earlier the main geometry pa-
rameter affecting SCF value is a curvature, therefore 
it is necessary to determine conjugation radius R in 
the weld zones (points B and C for the first variant and 
points E and F for the second).

Butt weld S25 is used in assembly of the disk on 
variant I in accordance with GOST 5264–80, which 
provides for double groove preparation with g = 
25±2° and gap d = 0–3 mm at 24 mm metal thickness. 
Shell angle in relation to rotation plane can be deter-
mined from relationship of sizes, marked on drawing 
(Figure 1, a). Since one of the sizes is set with tol-
erance, then angle a will be varied in 26.65–27.65° 
range. It is expected that conjugation radius R will be 
minimum , i.e. corresponding to the largest SCF value 
at maximum values of angle a. Since in practice the 
limiting values of sizes are unlikely, a close to the 
maximum angle 27.5° is taken.

Since the weld will be made at inclined relative 
position of the parts (Figure 7, a), then reinforcement 
removal with smooth transfer can be performed on 
conjugation radiuses in points B and C. Actual pa-
rameters of groove preparation will effect their val-
ue, moreover the smallest conjugation radiuses are 
received in choosing the dimensions on low limiting 
deviation g = 23°, d = 0.

The conjugation radiuses rB and rC can be deter-
mined from known relationship between the radius 
and chord at known central angle [2]

 

( )
( ) 1 .2 22sin 2

tg ctgB C
B C

a Sr a = = g − a  
 

(19)

It is obvious that rB(C) (a) monotonously decreases 
in a = 26.65–27.65° interval, that proves the necessity 
of selection of the largest radius a, since at that the re-
ceived radiuses of conjugation rB and rC are minimum.

Two shells are welded up to a ring using non-standard 
weld at a = 27±1° angle in disk assembly on variant II.

A calculation of stressed state of the structure 
second variant is also reasonably to carry out for the 

Figure 6. Construction of plane-broken sections in stress concen-
tration zone
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worst combination of tolerances. For this it is neces-
sary to obtain the dependence of radiuses of conjuga-
tion rE and rF on the main parameters a and b of the 
weld (Figure 7, b).

 

1 1
2 .

sin 2sin 2

tg

tg
E F

a b
r r

a −
= =

a
a a −

 

(20)

Analysis of dependence (18) shows that in a = 26–
28° range the minimum radius corresponds to the 
minimum value of a1 and the maximum value of b1. 
rE(F)(a) function monotonously rises in the researched 
interval, therefore, the minimum radiuses rE and rF 
correspond to the minimum value of a.

Inserting in formula (19) assumed values g = 23° and 
a = 27.5°, let’s determine rB = rC = 8.82 mm, and assum-
ing R = rB = rC in formula (18), t =1 mm is determined.

Inserting in formula (20) a1 = 14 mm, b1 = 6 mm 
and a= 26° values, the smallest conjugation radiuses 
rE = rF = 7.36 mm are received and, assuming R = rE = 
= rF in formula (18), t =0.74 mm is determined.

Inserting in formula (9) R = rB = rC = 8.82 mm and 
t =1 mm, let’s determine a0 = 5.94 mm, then according 
to formula (16) at b=0° RCF takes as = 1.56 value, and 
at b = a = 27.5° RCF takes its minimum value as=1.44.

Inserting in formula (9) R = rB = rC = 7.36 mm and 
t =0.74 mm, let’s determine a0 = 4.67 mm, then ac-
cording to formula (17) at b = 0° SCF takes as=1.55 

value, and at b = a= 26° SCF takes its minimum value 
as=1.25.

Computer modelling of stressed state in the zones of 
stress concentration (Figures 8 and 9) was carried out for 
validation of the obtained formulae (16) and (17).

Elastic axial tension problem was solved in sim-
ulation for steel with physical-chemical properties 
of steel 20 at 200 °C: modulus of normal elasticity 
E = 1.9×105 MPa, Poisson’s coefficient m = 0.3. The 
problem was solved for two-dimensional model, rep-
resenting itself an element of impeller sector of unit 
thickness. A limitation in form of rigid fixing was ap-
plied from hub side, and unit load, distributed on the 
edge, (Figure 8) was from disk side.

It was determined based on results of the numer-
ical calculation (Figure 9) that the maximum values 
of SCF for the first and second variants made 1.539 
and 1.533, respectively that well agree with the results 
received using mentioned above calculation method.

From constructions (Figure 10, a) it is determined 
that b = 0° value corresponds to r = 500.91 mm and r = 
784.09 mm values, and b = a = 27.5° corresponds to r = 
507.02 mm and r = 777.98 mm values, thus we can show 
a curve of radial stresses in the disk of the first variant 
taking into account stress concentration (Figure 11, a).

From constructions (Figure 10, b) it is determined 
that b = 0° value corresponds to r = 502.78 mm value, 
and b = a = 26° corresponds to r = 506 mm value, 

Figure 7. Determination of conjugation radiuses of surfaces of parts for the first (a) and second (b) variants

Figure 8. Conditions of loading, fixing and finite element breaking up of fragments of disks of the first (a) and second (b) variants
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thus we can show a curve of radial stresses in the disk 
of the second variant taking into account stress con-
centration (Figure 11, b).

The curves of radial stresses considering concen-
tration in the weld zone show that the maximum radi-

al stress in the welded disk of the first variant acts in 
r = 500.91 mm point and makes 35.8 MPa, and in the 
disk of the second variant it is in the point r = 502.78 mm 
and makes 37.5 MPa. These values for both variants of 

Figure 9. Stress fields in concentration zones of disks of the first (a) and second (b) variants at axial tension by unit load

Figure 10. Dimensions in conjugation zone for the first (a) and second (b) variants of performance of welded disk of smoke exhauster 
impeller

Figure 11. Distribution of radial stresses in disk of the first (a) and second (b) variants considering stress concentration
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the welded disk is more than 20 % exceed the value of 
stress in the hub for corresponding stamped disks.

Analysis of stressed state shows that the maxi-
mum stresses in the disks of both variants make not 
less than 0.2sy (yield strength makes 230 MPa [13] 
at working temperature 200 °C for steel 20 disk ma-
terial). Regardless the fact that the maximum stress in 
the disk of the second variant is much more higher, 
than in the disk of the first variant, the second variant 
seems to be more preferable, since possible appear-
ance of cyclic loading in the disk of the first variant 
provides for the probability of nucleation of fatigue 
cracks in two zones of stress concentration [14].

Replacement of the stamped structure by recom-
mended variant of the welded disk was virtually real-
ized (Figure 12).

After static and dynamic balancing, the exhauster 
impeller with the welded disk was put into operation 
at Ladyzhinsky HPP PJSC «DTEK Zapadenergo».

Conclusions

1. High-efficiency, technological and cost-effective 
method was developed at «Souyuzenergomash» LLC 
in scope of program on replacement of foreign compo-
nent parts by domestic analogues for manufacture of the 
welded disks of smoke exhauster impellers and two vari-
ants of design of these disks structure were proposed.

2. Stuff members of the department of welded 
structure strength of the E.O. Paton Electric Welding 
Institute of the NAS of Ukraine developed the algo-
rithm for calculation of disk static strength. It includes 
determination of service loads, solution of problem on 
elastic equilibrium of rotating disk as well as evalua-
tion of effect of geometry inhomogeneity in the weld 
zone on stress distribution.

3. Calculation of stressed state for two variants of 
the welded disk structure was carried out. As a result, 
it is determined that the maximum stresses, acting in 
the welded disks are more than 20 % higher than in 
the similar stamped parts, however, their value is 5 
times lower the yield strength of the disk material at 
operating temperature.

4. Based on working conditions of the studied 
parts it is recommended to use a disk structure with 
lower amount of local stress concentrators, regardless 
the fact that acting in it maximum stress is somewhat 
higher, than in alternative design variant.
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In the work the problems of providing electromagnetic compatibility of power sources of single-phase resistance weld-
ing machines with three-phase supply mains were studied. The two basic directions were considered: the application 
of active filter-compensating and balancing devices (AFCBD) and the development of power sources (PS) with the 
power factor correction (PFC). The application of AFCBD allows using the existing welding equipment, but the high 
cost limits its wide application. PS with PFC assumes the use of converters either with DC link, or with direct matrix 
converters, as far as the basic requirement to PS for welding machines is the possibility of generating output voltage of 
preset shape, amplitude and frequency. In the article the method of control of three phase-single phase matrix converter 
with six switches was considered, which allows generating the output voltage of rectangular shape of 50 Hz frequency. 
The selection of frequency was predetermined by application of welding transformer, designed for operation at mains 
frequency. The shape of voltage was selected from the conditions of providing the minimum losses of power in the 
mains and inadmissibility of saturation of the welding transformer. The authors suggested also the circuit solution and 
the method of control of matrix converter with five switches, which during generation of output voltage, synchronized 
with the mains, allows obtaining the power factor of PS close to one. The analysis of sensitivity of the proposed power 
source to deviation of voltages was carried out, as a result of which it was determined, that at generation of rectangular 
voltage it was possible to achieve the stable operation at the voltage deviations of about 10 %, due to which the quality 
of welded joints was significantly increased. 11 Ref., 3 Tables, 5 Figures.

K e y w o r d s :  resistance welding machine, power source, matrix converter, power factor, electromagnetic compati-
bility

The power sources (PS) of resistance welding ma-
chines are powerful non-linear consumers of electric 
mains. In most of them the thyristor control circuits 
are applied. Furthermore, such PS, being mostly sin-
gle-phase, at their connection to three-phase mains 
(especially at switching and simultaneous operation 
of several PS of machines at different phases), have a 
negative influence on it. This is expressed in growth 
of asymmetry coefficients and non-sinusoidal voltage 
[1–4]. The deterioration of quality of supply voltage 
affects in its turn the quality of welding, moreover, 
the most significant is the deviation of voltage, which 
at excess of 15 % results in 100 % rejection (for cor-
rosion-resistant steels 100 % rejection is caused by 
the deviation of voltage to the amount of more than 
10 %) [5]. Thus, the solution of problem of providing 
electromagnetic compatibility of welding equipment 
with electrical mains is an urgent problem.

The solution of the specified problem is possible 
in two directions: the application of additional active 
filter-compensating and balancing devices (AFCBD) 
[6], or the development and application of PS with a 

power factor correction (PFC) [4, 7, 8]. The realiza-
tion of the first variant allows providing the required 
(not always single) power factor (PF) of the complex 
«welding power source — AFCBD», reduces the loss-
es of power in electrical mains, provides symmetrical 
loading of three phases in operation of single-phase 
power source in the three-phase mains. The advantage 
of such approach is retaining of the existing welding 
PS during the technological process without any mod-
ifications. The basic drawback of the first variant is 
its low profitability, as far as the cost of AFCBD is 
commensurable with the cost of PS itself.

The other direction for solution of the formulated 
problem is the PS updating. It has prospects in con-
nection with development of power electronics and 
appearance of powerful and quick-response power 
switches, allowing switching the high loads.

In the works [9, 10] the circuit solutions were con-
sidered aimed at updating PS by applying thyristor 
converters of three-phase voltage to a single phase, 
allowing providing a symmetric (or quasi-symmetric) 
consumption of currents. The main disadvantage of 
these circuits is a high ratio of non-sinusoidal currents © S.K. PODNEBENNAYA, V.V. BURLAKA and S.V. GULAKOV, 2016
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consumption (up to 80–90 %) and the need in apply-
ing a low-frequency transformer, caused by the de-
creased frequency of output voltage, generated by the 
thyristor converter.

For today the more effective is the development of 
transistor PS, which are designed mainly on the ba-
sis of power converters with an intermediate link of 
direct current (rectifier, DC link, inverter). The con-
nection of such converters to electric mains is carried 
out through input three-phase LC-filter, isolating the 
mains from the modulation current components, gen-
erated by the converter.

At the symmetric system of mains voltages, the 
application of uncontrolled rectifier (for example, six-
pulse one) provides the consumption of symmetric cur-
rents from mains [8]. However, at asymmetrical mains 
voltages, the symmetry of the consumed currents is 
also violated. In addition, the spectral composition of 
currents consumed by the six-pulse rectifier, does not 
allow providing its electromagnetic compatibility with 
mains without installation of AFCBD in accordance 
with the standards established by GOST 13109–97, 
DSTU IES 61000-3-2:2004, 61000-3-4:2004.

The topologies of inverters, which are the most 
frequently used for such PS, are bridge, half-bridge 
and push-pull, as far as they allow providing the ab-
sence of a permanent component of magnetic flux in 
the transformer. The push-pull and bridge inverters 
generate a bipolar voltage at the output of converter, 
the maximum value of which is equal to the voltage 
of DC link. The disadvantage of push-pull inverter 
is the need in using switches, capable to withstand a 
double voltage of DC link; among the disadvantages 
of bridge inverter is an increased number of power 
switches (four at the bridge against two in the push-
pull ones). The half-bridge inverter, consisting of two 
switches, generates an output voltage, the maximum 
value of which is equal to half of the voltage of DC 
link, which is its drawback [8].

The installation of PF corrector on the input of 
the converter allows providing the sinusoidal cur-
rents consumption [7], however it slightly reduces the 
technical and economic characteristics of the power 
source in connection with an increased number of 
controlled power switches.

PS with PFC on the base of converters with an in-
termediate DC link are quite effective, but their wide 
application is hindered by the high cost. In addition, 
there is a problem in reliability of energy storage de-
vice in the DC link as well as the need in introducing 
the special circuits for limiting charge current of ca-
pacitors at connection of the power source to mains.

Therefore, for today the investigations are directed 
mainly to reducing the cost of such PS. It provides 

possibility to formulate the aim of the article, which 
consists in development of effective power source for 
resistance welding machine, providing a high quality 
of welding process and electromagnetic compatibility 
with mains.

The authors proposed to study PS of MRW, which 
consists of a welding transformer, a converter, in-
stalled into the primary circuit of transformer and an 
input filter, switched on between converter and mains 
(Figure 1). As input signals for control of converter, 
the initial current and voltage serve, measured by the 
respective sensors (SC, SV), and the mains voltage. 
As the converter of PS of MRW, it is proposed to use 
a direct matrix converter (MC), a feature of which is 
that an intermediate link of direct current (usually — 
capacitor of high capacity) is absent, which signifi-
cantly increases the technical and economic indica-
tors of the converter.

Three-phase-single-phase MC consists of six bi-
directional switches, each of which switches on one 
of the phases of mains directly to the load (Figure 2). 
The bidirectional switches can be designed in the form 
of two transistors with reverse diodes, having an in-
verse-series connection, and the controlling electrodes 
of transistors are connected to a control unit (CU).

It is known that the minimum of power losses in 
the electric mains at the connection of load to it can 
be obtained by providing the proportionality between 
the consumed currents and the corresponding phase 
voltages [11]. Thus, MC should simulate the symmet-
rical active load.

The instantaneous active power of three-phase 
mains is determined as the sum of instantaneous ac-
tive powers of all three phases:

 
2 2 2

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) ,
A B C

A B C

p t p t p t p t

u t R u t R u t R

= + + =

= + +  
(1)

where рА(t) = (uА(t))2/R is the instantaneous phase pow-
er А; pB(t) = (uв(t))2/R is the instantaneous phase power 
в; рC(t) = (uС(t))2/R is the instantaneous phase power С, 
R is the simulated active load, Ohm; uA(t), uB (t), uC(t) 
are the instantaneous phase voltages of mains, V.

For symmetrical voltages and load the instanta-
neous power, consumed by the latter, is a constant 
value. At the same time, due to absence of energy ca-

Figure 1. Schematic block diagram of MRW connection to mains
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pacitor, MC itself is not a consumer of active power 
(excluding the losses of power in the power switches, 
which in the meantime can be neglected). It follows 
from this, that to provide a symmetric consumption 
of currents, MC should operate at a constant active 
power.
 P = U(t)I(t) = const, (2)

where U(t) is the output voltage of MC, V; I(t) is the 
output current of MC, A.

If we neglect the influence of inductance of weld-
ing circuit on the output current of the converter, it 
can be assumed with an admissible error that the sym-
metrical consumption of MC currents is possible at 
the generation of constant voltage at its output. More-
over, the constant component of the current, passing 
through the primary winding of welding transformer, 
will lead to increase in magnetization and significant 
power losses.

This can be avoided by providing a change in po-
larity of MC output voltage in accordance with the 
expression:

 0

( ) 0,
outT

U t dt =∫
 (3)

where Tout is the period of MC output voltage, s.
At asymmetric system of mains voltages the in-

stantaneous active power of three-phase mains, deter-
mined by the expression (1) is not a constant value, 
then the control of converter can be realized from the 
condition of the preset active power consumption av-
eraged over the period of mains, which is controlled 
by changing the simulating active resistance R. Here, 
the simulating active resistance should not vary during 
the period of mains not to generate the low-frequency 
harmonics.

Let us consider the symmetrical voltage system, 
and, according to the abovementioned assumption, let 
us carry out the generation of rectangular voltage with 
50 Hz frequency at the output of MC. Let us accept 
the initial phase shift of the voltage phase A as equal to 

zero. Let us conditionally divide the period of mains 
into six sectors: to the first and the fourth sector the 
highest absolute value of the instantaneous voltage of 
the phase B corresponds (the first is at the negative 
voltage of the phase B, the fourth is at the positive 
one), to the second and the fifth — of the phase A (the 
second at the positive voltage of phase A, the fifth at 
the negative one), the third and the sixth — to phase 
C (the third is at the negative voltage of phase C, the 
sixth is at the positive one).

The duty cycles of the controlling pulses of switch-
es Q1–Q6 are calculated according to the following 
expressions:

 

( ) ( ) ( )1 2 3
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D D D
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(4)

The selection of the necessary pair of switches for 
the positive polarity of the output voltage occurs in 
the control unit in accordance with the Table 1.

A single duty cycle of pulse in the Table means 
that in the given sector the switch is switched on con-
stantly. To generate the output voltage of negative po-
larity, the signals of control of switches Q1–Q3 and 
Q4–Q6 change their places with each other (Table 2).

The formation of output voltage with 50 Hz fre-
quency allows achieving one more effect: at syn-
chronization of output voltage with one of the mains 
voltage (for example, phase A), a number of power 
switches of converter can be reduced to five (Fig-
ure 3). The duty cycles of the controlling pulses of 
switches of the converter with five switches are cal-
culated in accordance with (4) and are presented in 
Table 3.

The application of MC with five switches allows 
preserving all the properties and advantages of clas-
sic MC with six switches, excluding the possibility 
of changing the output frequency, but in view of the 
overwhelmed majority of welding PS designed for 

Figure 2. Simplified electric circuit of matrix converter
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operation with the transformer of a commercial fre-
quency, it is not a disadvantage.

As a result of mathematical modeling in the pack-
age MathCAD the diagrams of input currents, output 
voltage and current of MC with five switches were 
obtained (Figures 4, 5). The parameters of MC are as 
follows: switching frequency is 3.2 kHz, preset out-
put voltage is rectangular, with 50 Hz frequency and 
the amplitude value of 300 V; the leakage inductance, 
reduced to the primary winding, amounts to 0.6 mH, 
active resistance is 2.5 Ohm; inductance of input filter 
is 0.1 mH, capacitance of input filter is 24 mF. The co-
efficient of non-sinusoidal input current of the phase, 
synchronized with the output voltage of the convert-
er, being at the switching frequency after filtering the 
components, is about 6 %. The power factor is about 
95.6 %, the coefficient of asymmetry of input currents 
by reverse sequence is about 4 %.

The power factor of the described PS of resistance 
welding machines is much higher than that in the ex-
isting thyristor ones, which usually does not exceed 
60 % [5]. Moreover, the switching of single-phase re-
sistance welding machine to three-phase mains using 
the described PS, does not result in arising asymmetry 
and provides a symmetrical consumption of currents, 
close to sinusoidal as to the shape.

The application of MC for MRW power supply 
provides one more positive effect. When switch-
ing the welding transformer from the mains directly 
through the thyristor contactor [10], the maximum 
voltage, supplied to the primary winding, reaches 
√3Uf. The output voltage of MC is not higher than 
1.5Uf. However, at the rectangular shape of output 
voltage of MC with the maximum amplitude of 1.5Uf, 
the actual value of the first harmonics of voltage will 

Table 1. Distribution of control signals of switches depending on number of sector for positive polarity of output voltage

Number of switch
Sector of mains period

1 1 3 4 5 8

Q1 D3 1 D1 0 1 – D2 – D3 0

Q2 1 – D3 – D3 0 D2 1 D2 0

Q3 D3 0 1 – D1 – D2 0 D3 1

Q4 0 1 – D5 – D6 0 D4 1 D4

Q5 1 D5 0 1 – D4 – D6 0 D5

Q6 0 D6 1 D6 0 1 – D4 – D5

Table 2. Distribution of signals for control of switches depending on number of sector for negative polarity of output voltage

Number of switch
Sector of mains period

1 2 3 4 5 6

Q1 0 1 – D5 – D6 0 D4 1 D4

Q2 1 D5 0 1 – D4 – D6 0 D5

Q3 0 D6 1 D6 0 1 – D4 – D5

Q4 D1 1 D1 0 1 – D2 – D3 0

Q5 1 – D4 – D3 0 D2 1 D2 0

Q6 D3 0 1 – D1 – D2 0 D3 1

Table 3. Distribution of signals for control of switches depending 
on number of sector for generating output voltage of matrix con-
verter with five switches

Number 
of switch

Sector of mains period

1 2 3 4 5 6

Q1 1 D2 0 1 D2 0

Q2 0 D3 1 0 D3 1

Q3 D4 1 D4 D4 1 D4

Q4 D5 0 D5 D5 0 D5

Q5 D6 0 D6 D6 0 D6
Figure 3. Simplified electric circuit of matrix converter with five 
switches
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amount to 6Uf/p, that allows reducing the sensitivity 
to deviations of mains voltage, providing the margin 
of voltage of about 10 % and increasing the quality of 
welded joints.

The application of the described converters and 
the method of their control allowed achieving the high 
quality of the resistance welding process, thus having 
provided a high power factor of PS and its electro-
magnetic compatibility with the mains.
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Figure 5. Diagrams of input currents of MC with five switches and its output current

Figure 4. Diagrams of output voltages and current of MC with five switches
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58th InternatIonal WeldIng ConferenCe 
«teChnologIes of the XXI Century» 

and InternatIonal WeldIng faIr eXPoWeldIng-2016

The 58th International Welding Conference «Tech-
nologies of the XXI Century» was held on October 
18–20, 2016 in Sosnowiec (Poland). The Conference 
was organized by Poland Institute of Welding and 
took place at ExpoSilesia Exhibition Center in scope 
of International Special Fair ExpoWELDING-2016.

expoWeldIng-2016 fair. Regular Interna-
tional Special Fair ExpoWELDING-2016 was held 
on October 18–20, 2016 in Sosnowiec. It is one of 
the biggest events of welding industry for Central and 
Eastern Europe. More than 174 companies from Po-
land, Czech Republic, Germany, Turkey, Netherlands, 
Slovakia, Ukraine, Canada, Finland, Taiwan and Swe-
den took part in the Fair work. The largest welding 
companies of the world were represented at the Fair. 
Around 5000 specialists of welding industry from 
Poland and other countries visited the Fair, 40 new 
products were exhibited. ExpoWELDING-2016 Fair 
particularly became also a fair of robotization and 
automation of welding processes applicable to differ-
ent branches of industry. For the first time Ukraine 
was represented by a joint booth of five companies, 
namely E.O. Paton Electric Welding Institute, «TM.
WELTEK» LLC (Kiev), «Vita Polis» LLC (Boyarka, 
Kiev region), «Sumy Electrode» LLC (Sumy) as well 
as plant of autogenous welding equipment «Donmet» 
(Kramatorsk).

All Ukrainian companies are already well known 
in Ukraine as well as out of its borders. Today «TM.
WELTEK» LLC is the largest manufacturer of flux-

cored wires for surfacing with wide range of mate-
rials; «Vita Polis» LLC is the young, but ambitious 
company specialized in production of wires for weld-
ing of carbon, stainless and heat-resistant steels and 
nickel-based alloys; «Sumy Electrode» LLC is the 
leading manufacturer of high-quality welding elec-
trodes of special designation.

The joint booth was organized by International 
Association «Welding» upon an initiative of E.O. Pa-
ton Electric Welding Institute and was used for ne-
gotiations between Poland and Ukraine specialists. A 
technology of magnetically-impelled arc butt welding 
was presented on the booth. It raised interest of the 
representatives of Poland industry.

Regular XVIII meeting of the Board of Interna-
tional Association «Welding» with the participation 
of IAW founders, namely E.O. Paton Electric Weld-
ing Institute, Poland Institute of Welding, «KZU 
Group Engineering» (Bulgaria), Institute of Weld-
ing «JUG» (Macedonia), was held in course of Fair 
work. The Board stated the main directions of IAW 
long term activities and made a decision on having 
the next XIX meeting of IAW Board in Germany in 
September 2017.

The participants were awarded with the honor-
ary diplomas of the Fair at awarding ceremony upon 
Fair work completing. The International Association 
«Welding» was awarded with a diploma for contribu-
tion in international cooperation.

Welding Conference «technologies of the XXI 
Century». More than 350 researches and special-
ists from Poland, Germany, Netherlands, Slovakia, 
Ukraine and Finland participated in the Conference 
work. The Conference included a session on «Role 
of welding in the structures of nuclear power plants» 
in respect of Poland industry, where five reports were 
presented. To the beginning of the Conference the ple-
nary papers were published in a special issue of «Bi-
uletyn Instytutu Spawalnictwa» journal No. 5, 2016.

Below is a series of papers presented during the 
Conference.

Gary В. Marquis — «IIW: developing global best 
practices for the fatigue assessment of welded struc-
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tures». The Intemational Institute of Welding (IIW) 
acts as the global network of knowledge exchange 
concerning the joining of materials. One of the work-
ing teams, i.e. Committee ХШ, is dedicated to new 
research results and the implementation of innova-
tive technologies in order to avoid fatigue failures 
in welded structures. Presently, the Committee is 
developing several new guidelines aimed to increase 
the fatigue service life of welded structures. One of 
the guidelines is concerned with the frequent use of 
mechanical treatment is а method of increasing the 
fatigue strength of welded structures. The article dis-
cusses aspects of the above-named guidelines and the 
uniqt1e international IIW collaboration enabling the 
development of these guidelines.

S. Keitel, U. Wolski, U. Mückenheim, Ch. Sonder-
shausen, J. Müglitz — «MIG welding machines for 
large steel structures». The volume of welding fab-
rication, geometry and quality standards in the wind 
power sector require automation. The use of conver-
tional industrial robots is often impossible due to safe-
ty, costs, workplace accessibility and programming 
time. Оn the other hand , typical processing rasks аnd 
post-processing activities such as cutting, arc weld-
ing and ultrasonic tests are excessively complex to 
bе mechanised using simple tooling. Small аnd inex-
pensive modular devices on гails, known as crawlers, 
bridge the gap between simple mechanised equipment 
and industrial robots. Such devices combine easy han-
dling and operational versatility, even in difficult site 
conditions, characteristic of mechanised equipment 
with programmability and sensor-controlled move-
ments typical of industrial robots. This article discuss-
es the possibilities and limitations of the above-pre-
sented concept in relation to а numbeг of its practical 
applications.

М. Fiedler, А. Plozner, В. Rutzinger, W. Scher-
leitner — «Control of mechanical properties of high 
strength steels through optimized welding processes». 
The cooling time between 800 and 500 °С is а cru-
cial factor significantly determining the properties of 
welded joints made of high strength steels. In field 
welding, the cooling time t8/5 can bе controlled bу heat 
input even if different wall thicknesses of base materi-
als are used. Modern arc processes with reduced hear 
input allow obtaining the same with comparable depo-
sition rates and increase the stability of the strength 
level due to optimized equipment settings. This paper 
compares conventional GMAW processes, e.g. short 
arc, spray arc GMAW pulse with new processes such 
as РМС (pulse multi control) and otl1ers processes 

in relation to weld properties. Particu1aг emphasis is 
given to all weld metals and welds. The deliberations 
presented in the paper allow drawing practical con-
clusions аnd formulating recommendations aimed to 
optimize welding-related properties.

J. Górka, S. Stano — «Laser beam welding of 
10 mm thick T-joints mаdе of ТМСР steel». The ar-
ticle presents research on the laser·beam welding of 
10 mm thick T-joints made of thermomechanically 
worked high-strength steel S700MC without using а 
filler metal. The research-relared tests involved mak-
ing single-sided and double-sided welded joints as 
well as performing non-destructive tests. The quality 
of joints satisfied the requirements of quality 1eve1 В 
according to the PN-EN ISO 13919-l standard. The 
single-sided welding performed using а beam pow-
er of 11 kW enabled the obtainment of 8 mm deep 
penetration without nоtiсеаble displacements in the 
web. The double-sided welded joints were charac-
terized bу correct geometry; the dimensions of pores 
present in the weld metal satisfied the maximum роге 
size c1iterion specified for quality 1evel В. The weld 
microstructure was bainitic-ferritic; the hardness of 
the weld was bу about 60 НV1 higher than that of the 
base material (280 НV1). The HAZ revealed а small 
decrease in hardiness in comparison with that of the 
base material.

V. van der Мее — «Welding of (super) duplex 
stainless steels». The article presents аnd describes in 
detail duplex steels used in modern sectors of industry 
(duplex, super duplex, lean duplex and hyper duplex) 
with particu1ar attention paid to соrrоsiоn resistance 
аnd primary areas of application. The article also dis-
cusses welding-related issues including the prepara-
tion of the base material, welding techniques and pro-
cedures, requirements concerning heat input as well 
as pre-weld and post-weld heat treatment. The article 
emphasizes the growing use of duplex steels, among 
other things in welded structures, аnd forecasts their 
further development.

Р. Bernasovský, А. Petráňová — «Failures of high 
alloy austenitic steel structures — case studies». The 
article presents failures of structures made of austen-
itic steels. The first part is concerned with accelerated 
(centrifugally) cast rubеs (∅52.6×5.8 mm) made of 
steel 25–35 CrNi exposed to high temperature and se-
vere reducing environment (ас >> 1). The second part 
of the article presents test results related to а water 
meter element and а cooling water pipeline made of 
austenitic steel. In both cases, а relatively short peri-
od of service was accompanied bу the арреаrаnсе of 
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leaks. The tests revealed that the failures were 
triggered bу microbiological corrosion caused 
by а sulphur reducing bacteria and not bу the 
welding technology applied.

J. Adamiec — «Properties of laser welded 
tinned tubes made of nickel alloys». The arti-
cle presents test results concerning properties 
of ribbed pipes made of the Inconel 625 nickel 
alloy in terms of their thermal efficiency, re-
sistance to high — temperature corrosion and 
electrochemical corrosion resistance. It was 
ascertained that the use of 1ibs (fins) as the 
extension of heat exchanges surface increas-
es the thermal efficiency of pipes almost bу 
thrice without compromising high corrosion 
resistance in flue gas atmosphere and electro-
chemical corrosion.

S.G. Grigorenko, S.W. Akhonin, W.Yu. Belous, R.V. 
Selin — «Heat treatment effect on the structure 
and properties of electron beam welded joints 
made of’ high-alloy titanium». The article 
presents the specific formation of а joint made 
of high-strength high-alloy titanium alloy (a + 
b) subjected to electron beam welding in vac-
uum. Tests involved the use of Ti–Al–Mo–V–
Nb–Cr–Fe–Zr specimens obtained through 
electron melting. The research involved tests 
focused on the effect of а welding thermal 
cycle and post-weld heat treatment on struc-
tural-phase transformations in the weld metal 
and HAZ of welded joints. It was revealed that 
the weld metal and HAZ were composed of а 
structure dominated bу the metastable phase 
b, which led to the reduction of plasticity and 
toughness indexes.

The improvement of the structure and mechanical 
properties of electron beam welded joints required 

the performance of post-weld heat treatment. 
The best mechanical characteristics of weld-
ed joints were obtained after а heat treatment 
performed in а furnace (annealing at Т = 900 
ºC for 1 hour and cooling along with the fur-
nace) favouring the obtainment of an almost 
homogenous structure аnd the decomposition 
of metastable phases in the weld аnd HAZ.

А.А. Golyakevich, L.N. Orlov — «Surfacing 
performed using flux-cored wire in Ukrainian 
companies». The article describes experi-
ence of extending the service life of various 
machinery parts bу surfacing them with flux-
cored wires. High wear resistance during the 
rolling and straightening of steel is achieved 
bу the formation of а martensitic matrix rein-
forced with dispersive carbides.

Joint booth of Ukrainian companies

Booth of Fronius company

Booth of Poland Institute of Welding 
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М. Beloev, N. Lolov — «Selected technological 
aspects concerning the making of ammonia storage 
tanks». The article discusses factoт s connected with 
the stress corrosion cracking of ammonia storage 
tanks and presents the details of а welding technology 
ensuring the obtainment of the maximum service life 
of these tanks.

Т. Piwowarczyk, М. Korzeniowski, А. Ambroziak, 
Т. Kowal, R. Rutka, М. Karolewski — «Effect of pipe 
face preparation оn the quality of magnetically im-
pelled аrс welded joints». The article presents mag-
netically impelled аrс welding — а technology used 
when making butt joints mainly of elements having 
circular cross-sections. In addition, the articles in-
dicates issues гelate to the preparation of pipe faces 

and its effect on the quality of welds. The research-re-
lated experiment involved the use of selected power 
transmission elements. The research also included 
the performance of visual, geometry, metallographic, 
functional and technological tests of the joints as well 
as the determination of critical imperfections disqual-
ifying the use of welded joints.

Z. Mikno — «Нigh-frequency invertor welding 
machine — advantages of new technology». The arti-
cle presents advantages of inverter welding machines 
having а high operating frequency of 10 kHz аnd 
compares conventional АС 50 Hz welding machines 
as well as inverter welding machines having operat-
ing frequency of 1 and l0 kHz. The article presents re-
search results obtained within а currently implement-
ed project of Рrоgrаmmе of Applied Research (PBS3/
В4/12/2015).

Т. Hejwowski, K. Marczewska-Boczkowska, 
Е. Zięba — «Microstructure, wear resistance and 
corrosion resistance of coatings surfaced with Ni–
Co-base alloys». The article presents results of tests 

concerning coatings subjected to plasma surfacing in-
volving the use of Со- and Ni-based powder mixtures. 
The research involved the performance of abrasive 
wear tests (with corundum abrasive) аnd adhesive 
wear tests in the roller-block system. Test concerning 
electrochemical corrosion wеrе performed in а 3 % 
aqueous solution of NaCl. The article demonstrates 
the possibility of making wеаr resistant coatings of 
inrermediate chemical compositions.

J. Pikula, М. Lomozik, Т. Pfeifer — «ТIG method 
in the multiple repair welding of long-operated com-
ponents in the power industry». The article presents 
the results concerning the repair welding of а long-op-

Participants of the Conference — «patonovtsy» (representatives 
of Paton Institute) of different years, from left to right: L.N. Orlov 
(«TM.WELTEK» LLC, Kiev), M. Beloev (KZU Group Engineer-
ing, Sophia), S.G. Grigorenko (PWI, Kiev)

Awarding ceremony, from left to right: A.T. Zelnichenko, Direc-
tor of IAW; A. Pietras, Director of Poland Institute of Welding, 
Prof. J. Pilarchik

During IAW Meeting
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erated waterwall using the mechanized TIG method. 
The tests were focused оn determining the effect of а 
repair performed in order to remove cracks in welded 
joints located along flat bars opening on the tube wall 
side on the structure аnd hardness of the heat affected 
zone (HAZ) of а repair welded joint in the waterwall. 
In addition, the tests investigated the influenсе of 
multiple repair welding оn the formation of structural 
notches in the HAZ.

K. Luksa, М. Bednarek — «Weldability of tough-
ened steels used in ballistic shields». The article char-
acterises selected toughened steels used in the produc-
tion ballistic shields, presents standard requirements 
in terms of the properties аnd chemical composition 
of these steels as well as enumerates and discusses 
guidance оn the welding of such steels. The article 
also presents the results concerning the comparison of 
the carbon equivalents (Сe) of selected steels used for 
ballistic shields and preheating temperatures suggest-
ed bу steel producers. The analysis of collected infor-
mation revealed that the above named steels should 
bе welded using low-hydrogen processes ensuring the 
obtainment of а diffusive hydrogen content below 5 
cm3 реr 100 g of the weld deposit. It was also ascer-
tained that sheets having thicknesses above 30 mm 
should bе subjected to preheating and that interpass 
temperature should not exceed 200 °С. In addition, 
it was determined that welding should bе performed 
using multiple runs and austenitic high-alloy fill-
er metals, рrеfеrаbly G 18 8 Mn and that gas mix-
ture-shielded welding processes should bе performed 
using argon-based mixtures; preferably 82 % Аr + 
18 % СO2 or 92 % Аr + 8 % СO2.

S. Stano, J. Adamiec, J. Dworak, М. Urbańczyk — 
«Laser welding of Т-joints made of thin austenitic 
sheets». The article presents test results concerning 
the СО2 and Yb:YAG laser welding of thin-walled 

T-joints made of steel X5CrNi18–10 (steel 304), 
X6CrNi18–10 (steel 304Н) and XI5CrNiSi25–21 
(steel 310) selected as stainless steels potentially use-
ful in the production of ribbed pipes (finned tubes) 
intended for·operation in boilers of supercritical pa-
rameters. Welding tests were performed using two dif-
ferent laser sources, i.e. а СO2 gas laser and а Yb:YAG 
solid state laser. The tests involved the determination 
of the appropriate angle of laser beam insertion into 
the interface of sheets, enabling the obtainment of 
properly shaped welds. Non-destructive tests classi-
fied the joints as representing quality level В in ac-
cordance with standard 13919-1. Selected joints were 
tested for the distribution of alloying constituents in 
the joint area. It was ascertained that laser welding 
made it possible to maintain the uniform distribution 
of alloying constituents without their significant de-
pletion in the weld area. The tests were financed using 
the funds of project PBS1/A5/13/2012.

А. Świerczyńska, J. Łabanowski, D. Fydrych — 
«Effect of linear energy and microstructure on the 
content of retained hydrogen in welded joints made 
of superduplex steels». The article presents tests con-
cerning the content of retained hydrogen present in 
FCAW and SAW welded joints made of superdu-
plex steel. The use of various welding technologies 
resulted in the obtainment of welds having different 
microstructures аnd ferrite contents. Measurements of 
retained hydrogen present in joints (performed using 
the complete combustion method) revealed various 
contents of hydrogen in the base material and in the 
welds subjected to the tests. Ir was determined that 
the content of hydrogen in welds made of superduplex 
steels depends not оn1у on the volumetric content of 
microstructures but also оn their composition and 
welding linear energy.
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